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Scope

These notes introduce the concept and some aspects of the implementation o
fields for computer graphics rendering. All computer graphics rendering may
thought of as solutions to a integral equation which expresses the radiance a
point on a surface in a scene in any direction. Light fields may be thought of a
kind of brute force solution to this equation, made possible today by the v
increases in memory and processing power that have occurred over the pas
years. We therefore first introduce this radiance equation, and provide a frame
for discussion of the various approaches to rendering in this context, and prio
this we present some of the background mathematics for completeness. The
introduce the traditional approach to light field representation and render
Finally we argue that the light field approach provides a different paradigm
computer graphics rendering of virtual scenes, and which can include global illu
nion. We call this a virtual light field, and give an illustration as to how the go
might be achieved.
Great Events of the Twentieth Century5
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Introduction

In this chapter we introduce some of the essential mathematics used to describ
reason about virtual environments. Fundamentally this mathematics is use
describe objects, to manipulate objects, and also for the representation of illum
tion.

Geometry for Virtual Environments

Dimension

The geometry of objects in a VE are specified using the rich and powerful langu
supplied by mathematics. In this section we specify some of the main ideas tha
required to describe and reason about the geometry of objects. This discuss
certainly not meant to be mathematically rigorous, but rather relies on intuition,
is sufficient for our purposes.
Great Events of the Twentieth Century7
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First, the concept ofdimensionof a space. This refers to the amount of freedom
movement that objects within the space have, while remaining totally within
confines of that space. If it were possible to think of ‘objects’ contained within
environment specified with a 0 dimension, they would be unable to move at
Moreover, no information is required in order to specify the position of an obj
within 0 dimensional space: it is just There. A 0 dimensional space is just a sin
point (and from the point of view of objects within such a space, of course ther
nothing outside of it). Recall that a mathematical point has no ‘thickness’, it has
area, it is ’infinitesimally small’, it is as close as it is possible to get to nothi
while still being something.

Objects within a space of dimension 1 can move ‘left’ or ‘right’: that is they c
move in a direction, and then perhaps move in the opposite direction retracing
previous path, and that is all. The words ‘left’ and ‘right’ are in quotes, since
labelling of the direction is quite arbitrary. Actually these words can be misleadi
since they imply a notion of horizontalness. However, in a 1D space it is impo
ble to think about the notion of ‘being horizontal’ since that depends on a fram
reference that is more than one dimensional. A 1D space can be thought of
infinitely long and continuous line (for beings within such a space there is noth
except this line!). In order to describe such a space we can construct a coord
frame. Choose an arbitrary point and label it as 0, the origin. One direction from
origin is calledpositive, and the other is callednegative. The entire part of the line
in the positive direction is called the positive half-space, and similarly there is
negative half-space. The position of any point in the space is then specified
single number representing the distance from the origin according to some ag
metric, and with a + or - sign according to whether it is in the positive or negat
half-space on the line.

There can be infinitely many ‘objects’ represented in 1D. Objects might be
dimensional (i.e., be single points) or be 1-dimensional, for example, interval
the form: the object represented by all points greater than or equal to 1.0 but
than or equal to 2.0 also denoted as or more simply as [1.0,2.0]

general such objects can be represented as almost any set of points in the 1D
(Why ‘almost’?).

Such a space could be used, for example, to provide a very simple representat
traffic flow on a highway. Here the highway is itself the ‘line’ and the vehicles a
represented as intervals of the form [a,b]. As a vehicle moves along the highway
so the values represented by [a,b]would change (although the lengthb-a would
remain constant). Even in this simple space there are some computational
lems that are certainly non-trivial. For example, given a collection of obje

x 1 x 2≤ ≤{ }
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quickly find the set of objects with overlapping inter

vals. Or suppose that in an interactive setting a human operator wishes to sele
object with a (1D) cursor: the program would have to solve the following proble
given any pointx on the line find as quickly as possible the (set of) objects bei
pointed at (if any), that is the set of intervals containingx.

Coordinate Systems, Points and Vectors

Objects within a space of two dimensions can move ‘left’ and ‘right’, or ‘up’ o
‘down’ (again these words are chosen as arbitrary labels). Moreover, any point
an object can reach by moving through sequences of moves from this set can
be reached directly by a straight line. In order to describe such a space we re
two infinite lines that are orthogonal (perpendicular) to one another, and inters
ing at a point labelled as the origin. This intersection point is the origin of a
coordinate system. By convention, one axis is ‘horizontal’, and is called the X a
and the other is ‘vertical’ and called the Y axis (why are ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertica
in quotes?). The origin is the point (0,0). Any point in the 2D space can referen
as a coordinate pair (x,y), wherex represents the distance along the X axis from t
origin, andy along the Y axis. Again, in such a coordinate system (usually cal
Cartesian) a metric is required to specify distance. Let a

be two distinct points, then the distance to is given by:

(EQ 1)

A similar description can be given for a 3D space. We use a Cartesian coord
system, so that for a 3D space, we choose some convenient (but arbitrary) po
origin, and three orthogonal directions labelled as X, Y and Z axes, theprincipal
axes. All points are specified as offsets from the origin, along directions paralle
the principal axes. Note that the origin is (0,0,0), and that the coordinate syste
continuous. In general a point is represented by (x,y,z). In 3D we have a choice
about the configuration of positive and negative conventions. Figure 1 on pag
shows so-called left- and right-hand 3D coordinate frames. In each case ide
your first finger as the Y axis, and thumb as the X axis. The Z axis is specified
your second finger.

a1 b1,[ ] a2 b2,[ ] … an bn,[ ], , ,

ai bi,[ ]

p1 x1 y1,( )=

p2 x2 y2,( )= p1 p2

p1 p2– x2 x1–( )2
y2 y1–( )2

+=
Great Events of the Twentieth Century9
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FIGURE 1. Right and Left-Handed Coordinate systems.

Representing positions by points in this way is arbitrary up to the choice of or
and principal axes. Avectorspecifies a direction, and the magnitude of the dire
tion, and isthe difference of two points. In 3D, we will represent a vector also by
(x,y,z), where it will be clear from context whether a point or a vector is required

So suppose (4,5,6) and (3,4,5) are points, then (1,1,1) = (4,5,6) - (3,4,5) is a ve
representing the direction (1,1,1). A vector (x,y,z) may be visualised as a line with
one end tied to the origin, and the other at the point (x,y,z) with an arrow at
point. This is shown in Figure 2 on page 11.

A vector, then, is a difference of two points:

(EQ 2)

from which it follows that a point may be specified as the addition of a point an
vector:

(EQ 3)

Y

X

Z

Y

X

Z

Right-handed system Left-handed system

(Z comes out of the page) (Z goes into the page)

vector point2 point1–=

point2 point1 vector+=
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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FIGURE 2. A Vector in 3D

Vectors may be summed, using the familiar parallelogram rule (EQ 4). An exam
is shown in Figure 3 on page 11.

(EQ 4)

FIGURE 3. Addition of Vectors

Y

X

Z

(x,y,z)

v1 x1 y1 z1, ,( )=

v2 x2 y2 z2, ,( )=

v1 v2+ x1 y1+ x2 y2+ z1 z2+, ,( )=

0 0 0, ,( )

x1 y1 z1, ,( )

x2 y2 z2, ,( )

x1 x2+ y1 y2+ z1 z2+, ,( )

θ

Great Events of the Twentieth Century11
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Notice that although it is meaningful to add vectors together, this is not the cas
points (why not?).

Suppose is any vector, then this can be scaled (for example, stretc

by multiplying throughout by a constant real number, say. Then,

(EQ 5)

is a new vector (and the new vector has the samedirectionas the old one if ).
The new length can easily be found from the result:

(EQ 6)

So note then, that given any two vectors and and any two real numbers

and  , that is also a vector.

There are three noteworthy vectors that are said to form abasisfor the entire space:

(EQ 7)

This means that any (x,y,z) can be expressed as a linear combination of these th
since:

(EQ 8)

The norm of a vector gives its length (in fact this provides the metric of the 3
space). Suppose is a vector, then its norm is denoted , an
defined as:

(EQ 9)

This is the distance from the origin to the point (x,y,z). So if and are two

points, then is a vector, and the distance between the points is the n

.

v x y z, ,( )=

λ

λv λx λy λz, ,( )=

λ 0>

λv λ v where λ λ if λ 0 and -λ if λ 0<≥= =

v1 v2 λ1

λ2 λ1v1 λ2v2+

e1 1 0 0, ,( )=

e2 0 1 0, ,( )=

e3 0 0 1, ,( )=

x y z, ,( ) xe1 ye2 ze3+ +=

v x y z, ,( )= v

v x
2

y
2

z
2

+ +=

p1 p2

p1 p2–

p2 p1–
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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Given any vector , suppose we are only interested in its direction a
not at all in its length. Then for many purposes it is convenient to use another
tor that has the same direction, but length 1. We can find such a vector bynormal-
ising the original one. This is achieved as follows:

(EQ 10)

It is very easy to show that . (Show this).

Suppose we again have two vectors and . Thedot productof these two vec-

tors, denoted by gives us important information about the angular relat

ship between them. This is defined by:

(EQ 11)

Normalise each of the vectors and and then take the dot product of the

malised vectors. This gives us an important result:

(EQ 12)

(EQ 13)

where  is the angle between the two vectors.

Hence the dot product is proportional to the cosine of the angle between two

tors. Recall that and .

The implication of the first result is that the dot product of a unit length vector w
itself is 1. The implication of the second result is that vectors that are perpendic
to one another (we call such vectorsorthogonal) have a zero dot product. This is a
result of great use for later chapters.

v x y z, ,( )=

norm v( ) v
v

-----=

norm v( ) 1=

v1 v2

v1 v2⋅

v1 v2⋅ x1x2 y1y2 z1z2+ +=

v1 v2

θcos
v1 v2⋅

v1 v2×
----------------------=

θ

0cos 1= π
2
---cos 0=
Great Events of the Twentieth Century13
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Finally, in this section we consider another binary operation on vectors that is g
metrically significant - the cross product of two vectors, denoted . This

results in anew vectoras follows:

(EQ 14)

The properties of the cross product are as follows: First,

(EQ 15)

where is the angle between the two vectors. Second, and of significant us

computer graphics, is orthogonal to both and . Another way of say

this (though jumping ahead a little) is that and form a plane. Their cro

product isnormal to that plane (that is, it is perpendicular to it). Now an importa
question concerns the direction of the new vector - for example, if and w

inscribed on the page in front of you (as in Figure 4 on page 14), then would
new vector point out towards you or behind the plane away from you? The ans
is that , and form a right-handed system: if you identify wit

your thumb, and with your first finger, then will correspond to your se

ond finger. In Figure 4 on page 14, the cross product points out of the pa

and points behind the page. In general it is easy to see t

(such a property is called anti-symmetric. The dot product is,

course, symmetric).

FIGURE 4. Formingthe Cross Product

v1 v2×

v1 v2× y1z2 y2z1– x2z1 x1z2– x1y2 x2y1–, ,( )=

v1 v2× v1 v2 θsin=

θ
v1 v2× v1 v2

v1 v2

v1 v2

v1 v2 v1 v2× v1

v2 v1 v2×

v1 v2×

v2 v1×

v1 v2× v2 v1×–=

v1

v2
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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A vector represents a magnitude (the norm or length of the vector) and a direc
In computer graphics we are mostly interested in the directional properties of
tors. It is interesting and important to note that there is redundancy in represe
a vector with three quantitiesx, y andz. It should be clear from (EQ 10) that in fac
only two quantities are needed: the space of all possible directions in 3D is in fa
2D space! The reason is that to specify a direction we only need to consider n
alised vectors (since the length doesn’t matter). For any normalised vector (x,y,z), it
is obviously the case that:

(EQ 16)

Hence, if, we knew the values ofx andy (say) then we can compute the value ofz
(except for its sign) using (EQ 16). More intuitively, any direction can be thoug
of as a line from the origin to a point on a unit sphere centred at the origin (
sphere represented by (EQ 16)). So all possible directions correspond to all p
ble points on the unit sphere. But the surface of a sphere is a two-dimens
entity - hence the space of all possible directions is two-dimensional.

Solid Angles

This motivates another representation of a direction vector: using angles to sp
a point on a unit sphere. Figure 5 on page 16 shows a unit sphere and vectorv inter-
secting the sphere atP. A perpendicular is dropped fromP to meet the XY plane at
Q. The direction corresponding tov is completely specified by the two angle

, and . (See “Spherical Coordinate Representation” on page 3
The important result to note here is that the set of all direction vectors can be re
sented by the 2D space:

(EQ 17)

x
2

y
2

z
2

+ + 1=

φ X0Q= θ Z0P=

Ω θ φ,( ) 0 φ 2π π
2
---– θ π

2
---≤ ≤,<≤

 
 
 

=
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FIGURE 5. Direction Vector based on Spherical Angles

In Figure 5 on page 16 we have deliberately shown a small area on the sp
around the pointP. Suppose this area isA. The solid anglecorresponding toA is
defined by:

(EQ 18)

wherer is the radius of a sphere. The unit of measurement is called asteradian. An

entire sphere comprises steradians. The solid angle may be tho
of by analogy with an ordinary angle, which is determined by the length of the
cumference of a circle that it circumvents, divided by the radius of the circle.

A differential solid angleis the solid angle subtended by a ‘differential area’ - i.e
a patch ‘tending to area zero’ on the surface of a sphere. This is usually denote

. We can tie things together here by showing that an explicit formula for

can be found in terms of the angles and specifying a direction, i.e., a point
sphere.

θ

φ

Z

X

Y
v

P

0 Q

Γ A

r
2

----=

4πr
2

r
2⁄ 4π=

dω dω
θ φ
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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FIGURE 6. A Differential Solid Angle

Figure 6 on page 17 shows a pointp=(x,y,z) on a sphere of radiusr, and a differen-
tial solid angle aroundp. We suppose thatp has spherical coordinates . The
pointp lies on a circle at heightzon the sphere with centre C. The radius of this ci
cle is . Since the angle subtended by the small horizontal sweep along the

cumference of this circle must be , we have:

(EQ 19)

Similarly, if we consider the vertical sweep through angle on the great cir
containingp:

(EQ 20)

Since a solid angle is area divided by the square of the radius, it follows from (
19) and (EQ 20) that the required differential solid angle is:

Z

X

dω

pdh
dv

C

θ φ,( )

r θsin

dφ

dφ dh
r θsin
-------------=

dh∴ rdφ θsin=

dθ

dθ dv
r

------=

dv∴ rdθ=
Great Events of the Twentieth Century17
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(EQ 21)

The final idea we wish to present here is that ofprojected area. In Figure 7 on
page 18(a) we show an areaA and a plane P. Consider the projection of A onto P
that is the image formed on P when each point of A follows a ray in directi

intersecting with P. If A and P are parallel, and the direction of projection is p
pendicular to A (shown asn in the figure, usually called thenormal to A) then the
projected area is the same as the original area. If the direction of projection is
perpendicular (such asv in the figure), or equivalently if the area and plane are n
parallel (as in Figure 7 on page 18(b)) then the projected area is smaller tha
original area. What matters only is thecosine of the anglebetween the direction of
projection and the normal (perpendicular) to the area. The smaller the angle
closer the cosine is to 1, the projected area tending to be the same as the or
area. The larger the angle the smaller the projected area, until in the limit when
angle is the projected area vanishes. Note that the cosine is the dot produ

the normal and the direction of projection: assuming that the vect
are normalised.

FIGURE 7. Projected Area

Thedefinitionof projected area is:

dω dh dv×

r
2

------------------=

θdφdθsin=

v

π 2⁄
θcos n v⋅=

θ

P

v

n n′

(a) (b)

θ

v′

A A
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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To avoid confusion, byA we do not mean the numerical area - rather we are us
the word ‘area’ here to mean ‘region’. HenceA is the original region and

denotes the projected region. If the actual area ofA is written , then

. However, we will usually not use the symbol for notationa
convenience. It should be clear from context when a numerical area is meant r
than the region which has that area.

FIGURE 8. Solid angle of a differential area

Projected areas can also be used to find solid angles ofdifferential areas(areas
‘tending to zero’). Figure 8 on page 19 shows an arbitrary but small area den
dA and we wish to find the solid angle from pointO, distancer from dA. Construct
a sphere of radiusr aroundO. The projected area towards O is - i.e., th
is its projected area onto the sphere. Then the differential solid angle subtende
the area is:

(EQ 23)

A
v

A θcos=

wherev is the direction of projection

n is the normal toA

θcos n v⋅=

A
v

A θcos= A

A
v

A θcos= …

dA

θ

O

dA θcos

dω dA θcos

r
2

-------------------=
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Flatness Preserving Transformations

Barycentric Combinations: Flatness

In this Section we study transformations that preserve ‘flatness’. This is of g
importance in 3D computer graphics, where the fundamental primitive is the pla
polygon. When we transform an object that is constructed from polygons, we w
to be sure that the transformations leave the flatness (or planarity) of the polyg
invariant. Also such transformations are very useful for computational reaso
since we can simply tranform the vertices of a polygon, and be sure that the tr
formed vertices correctly describe the new polygon. If this were not the case
would have to transform ‘every point’ belonging to the original polygon (vertice
boundary, and inside) in order to get the shape of the transformed object. Firs
define our notion of ‘flatness’, and then we specify the property of such a flatn
preserving tranformation, usually called anaffine transformation.

Line Segments

A fundamental form in computer graphics is a straight line joining two points. T
can be best represented inparametric form: given two points and in 3D

space (actually in a space of any dimension), then the straight line that pa
through them can be represented as all points satisfying:

(EQ 24)

for any real number t.

If we want theline segmentthat connects to only thent is restricted to the

range [0,1]. Notice that this equation can be rewritten as:

(EQ 25)

This form shows that the line segment can be considered as an origin point

a vector scaled by .

p1 p2

p t( )

p t( ) 1 t–( )p1 tp2+=

p1 p2

p t( ) p1 t p2 p1–( )+=

p1

p2 p1– t 0 1,[ ]∈
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FIGURE 9. Parametric Representation of a Line Segment

Barycentric Combinations

The parametric line representation is a special case of what is called abarycentric
combination, which is a weighted sum of points, where the weights sum to 1. L

be a sequence of points, and be any sequence of

numbers summing to 1, then

(EQ 26)

defines a barycentric combination. Obviously, the special case n = 2 gives
straight line as in (EQ 25).

Assume for the moment that the points all lie on the same plane (P).

Suppose we let the values vary arbitrarily subject to the constraint that t

always sum to 1. Each set of values corresponds to a pointp in

space. If we consider the collection of all such points (of course there are infini

p1

p2

1 t–( )p1 tp2+

t 0=

t 1=

p1 p2 … pn, , , α1 α2 … αn, , ,

p αipi

i 1=

n

∑=

with

αi

i 1=

n

∑ 1=

p1 p2 … pn, , ,

αi

α1 α2 … αn, , ,( )
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(or
many) then it can be shown that the resulting surface will be theplane P that
passes through each of the points . Intuitively, this is quite easy to see

If we select any two of the points, say and , we can set all except

and . Then the constraint requires that , which therefore me

that all points on the straight line joining and are onP. Again now take any

arbitrary point on this straight line, and call this point . Now choose anoth

one of the original points, say . Then repeating the same argument implies

all points on the line joining to must also be onP. It follows from this that

all points on the plane formed by , , and must belong toP. Repeating this

argument with each point from the original set shows that all such points mus
on the same plane, which must beP.

If we further restrict the weights to be non-negative, then it

also easy to see thatP becomes the smallest convex polygon (including the in
rior) that encloses all of the vertices . Should these vertices in f

describe a convex polygon, thenP itself will be this polygon.

More generally, suppose that the do not all lie on the same plane (which

usually be the case for ). Then if we restrict the to be non-negative,

shapeP that is mapped out asp varies with varying    is called theconvex hullof

the points. The convex hull is the smallest convex polyhedron that encloses a
the points . Mathematically, the convex hull is such that the straight line s

ment joining any two points on its boundary will always be inside (or on t
boundary) of the convex hull. In particular note that the centroid of the points
‘average’) point will be inside the convex hull, where the average is:

(EQ 27)

p1 p2 … pn, , ,

pa pb αi 0=

αa αb αa αb+ 1=

pa pb

pab

pc

pab pc

pa pb pc

αi 0≥ i, 0 1 … n, , ,=

p1 p2 … pn, , ,

pi

n 4= αi

αi

pi

p
1
n
--- pi

i 1=

n

∑=
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Affine Transformations

An affine transformationis one that preserves barycentric combinations - a
therefore preserves flatness. This property can be specified exactly as follows
p be a point in 3D space that is a barycentric combination as in (EQ 26).

Supposef is a mapping from 3D space to 3D space, so that is a point in t
space. Thenf is affine if and only if:

(EQ 28)

In other words, we get the same transformed point whether we first find the ba
entric combinationp and then compute or alternatively whether we first fin

all the and then find the barycentric combination of all the transformed poin

Computationally it is always more efficient to do the latter when transforming
entire object formed from such barycentric combinations in the discussion ab
In view of our discussion of flatness, it should be clear that an affine transforma
of a planar polygon can be found by tranforming each of its vertices, and then
structing the new polygon from these.

Matrix Representation of Affine Transformations

The formulation (EQ 28) gives the property that defines an affine transformat
but does not give us a constructive formulation, i.e., what form does such a tr
formation take? We will derive the form of such a transformation in this Section

Sincep is a point in 3D space, it is expressible as a coordinate .

Moreover, let

f p( )

f p( ) αi

i 1=

n

∑= f pi( )

f p( )
f pi( )

x1 x2 … xn, , ,( )

e1 1 0 0, ,( )=

e2 0 1 0, ,( )=

e3 0 0 1, ,( )=
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Q

be the principle unit vectors. Also define . Then,

(EQ 29)

where is anything. Since can be whatever we like without affecting (E

29), we shall choose

. (EQ 30)

Consider now the principle unit vectors . Letf be an affine transformation as

before, then is in 3D space, and therefore there must be coordinates with

(EQ 31)

Now from (EQ 29) and (EQ 30)

(EQ 32)

Substituting (EQ 31) into (EQ 32):

(EQ 33)

e4 0 0 0, ,( )=

p x1e1 x2e2 x3e3 x4e4++ +=

xiei

i 1=

4

∑=

x4 x4

x4 1 x1 x2 x3–––=

and so

xi

i 1=

4

∑ 1=

ei

f ei( ) λi j

f ei( ) λi1 λi2 λi 3, ,( )=

λi j

j 1=

3

∑ ej=

f p( ) xi f ei( )

i 1=

4

∑=

f p( ) xi

i 1=

4

∑ λi j

j 1=

3

∑ ej=
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Rearrange the order of summation in (EQ 33) to give:

(EQ 34)

Recalling that , we can write   to obtain:

(EQ 35)

Expanding out using the meaning of the , we get in coordinate form:

(EQ 36)

Putting this in perhaps more familiar notation, we now suppose that

and . Then iff is an affine transformation, each new coordina
may be represented as a simple affine combination of each of the original co
nates, in other words:

(EQ 37)

for some constants .

Matrix Representation

Expression (EQ 37) gives the general form of an affine transformation of a p
to the point . It is convenient to express (EQ 37) in matrix form

As before suppose and wheref is an affine, flatness
preserving transformation. There are three possibilities for representing thi
matrix form. The first way is:

f p( ) ej

j 1=

3

∑ xi λi j

i 1=

4

∑=

x4 1 x1– x2– x3–= µi j λi j λ4j–=

f p( ) ej

j 1=

3

∑ xi µi j λ4j+

i 1=

3

∑
 
 
 
 

=

ej f p( )

f p( ) xiµi1 λ41+ xiµi2 λ42+ xiµi 3 λ43+

i 1=

3

∑,

i 1=

3

∑,

i 1=

3

∑
 
 
 
 

=

p x y z, ,( )=

f p( ) x' y' z', ,( )=

x' a11x a21y a31z a41+ + +=

y' a12x a22y a32z a42+ + +=

z' a13x a23y a33z a43+ + +=

aij

x y z, ,( ) x' y' z', ,( )
p x y z, ,( )= f p( ) x' y' z', ,( )=
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and
(EQ 38)

Alternatively, we could get rid of the translation vector, and use:

(EQ 39)

We wish to make use of matrix multiplication in order to compute a sequence
such transformations. This is impossible using the forms of (EQ 38) and (EQ
since the successive matrices would not be suitable for multiplication. Instead
introduce the homogeneous representation of a 3D point as
write:

(EQ 40)

as the general matrix form of an affine transformation. Now all representa
matrices are 4×4, and can therefore be multiplied together.

Standard Transformations

In this Section we study the standard transformations, for translation, scaling
rotation about the principal axes.

Translation Matrix. To translate by a vector (a,b,c) we use:

f x y z, ,( ) x' y' z', ,( ) x y z, ,( )
a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

a41

a42

a43

+= =

x' y' z', ,( ) x y z 1, , ,( )

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

a41 a42 a43

=

x y z, ,( ) x y z 1, , ,( )≡

x' y' z' 1, , ,( ) x y z 1, , ,( )

a11 a12 a13 0

a21 a22 a23 0

a31 a32 a33 0

a41 a42 a43 1

=
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(EQ 41)

since .

Scaling Matrix. To scale relative to the origin by a, b and c applied to x, y and
respectively:

(EQ 42)

since .

Rotation Matrices. Rotation can only be relative to an axis - rotation with respe
to a point is undefined since there are an infinite number of possible paths co
sponding to a rotation by angleθ about a point. With respect to a single axis the
are only two possible paths, depending on the direction taken. We will define
positive direction as anti-clockwisewhen looking down the axis of rotation
towards the origin (recalling that we are assuming a right-handed coordinate
tem, Chapter 1). Here we consider rotation about the principal X, Y and Z axes

Rotation about the Z axis.

When we rotate a point (x,y,z) about the Z axis, the z-coordinate remain
unchanged, since the path of the rotation is with respect to a circle at constan
tance z, along the Z axis, from the origin. Therefore, we can ignore the z-coo
nate, and consider only what happens to x and y. Here we rotate the point (x,y,z)
around the Z axis, by angleθ in a positive (anti-clockwise) direction. The transfor
mation isRz(x,y,z) = (x', y', z).

T a b c, ,( )

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

a b c 1

=

T a b c, ,( ) x a y b z c+,+,+( )=

S a b c, ,( )

a 0 0 0

0 b 0 0

0 0 c 0

0 0 0 1

=

S a b c, ,( ) ax by cz,,( )=
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FIGURE 10. Polar Coordinates - Rotation of a Point

The following result is then obvious:

(EQ 43)

This can be expressed in matrix form:

(EQ 44)

Rotation about the Y axis.

An argument by symmetry (replacing x by z and y by x) shows that the Y axis ro
tion is:

θθθθ

(x,y)

(x' ,y ' )
Y

Xαααα

x' x θ y θsin–cos=

y' x θ y θcos+sin=

z' z=

Rz θ( )

θcos θsin 0 0

θsin– θcos 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

=
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(EQ 45)

Rotation about the X axis.

A similar argument results in:

(EQ 46)

Inverse Transformations.Each of the transformations has an inverse:

(EQ 47)

Composition of Tranformations. Suppose we start with pointp = (x,y,z) ≡
(x,y,z,1). If we apply a transformationM0 to this point, we obtain . If we

apply a transformationM1 to the new point we obtain . If we

continue in this way applying transformationsM3 , M4 , ... it is easy to see that in

general . Hence a sequence of transformations applied to a p

composes to a multiplication of all the matrices involved, in the same order as
transformations. From the point of view of efficiency, especially as the sequenc
transformations is likely to be applied to many points, we would fin

and then apply the single matrixM to all of the points.

Ry θ( )

θcos 0 θsin– 0

0 1 0 0

θsin 0 θcos 0

0 0 0 1

=

Ry θ( )

1 0 0 0

0 θcos θsin 0

0 θsin– θcos 0

0 0 0 1

=

T
1–

a b c, ,( ) T a– b c–,–,( )=

S
1–

a b c, ,( ) S
1
a
--- 1

b
--- 1

c
---, ,

 
 =

Rs
1– θ( ) Rs θ–( ) for all s x y z, ,= =

p1 pM0=

p2 p1M1 pM0M1= =

pi pM0M1…Mi=

M M0M1…Mi=
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It should be clear that such transformations, like matrix multiplications are n
commutative. That is, in general. The order matters: scaling

object and then translating it does not result in the same new object as first tran
ing it and then scaling.

In order to scale an object with respect to a pointq = (x,y,z) ≠ (0,0,0) we would first
apply a translation so that (x,y,z) is shifted to the origin, then apply the scaling, an
finally translate back. Hence scaling with respect to an arbitrary point (x,y,z)
would be obtained by:

(EQ 48)

Rotation about an aribitrary axis is more complicated and is discussed below.

Spherical Coordinate Representation.The spherical coordinate representation
a point in 3D space is often useful, and will be specifically used in the next sect
In Figure 11 on page 31,P is some point (x,y,z) and the distance from the origin O

to P is . Q is the perpendicular projection of P to the XY plan
Angle θ is is the angle between the X axis and OQ, and angleφ is the angle
between the Z axis and OP.

By construction, the angle∆OPQ =φ, and so OQ =r sin φ. From this it follows
that:

(EQ 49)

Mi Mj Mj Mi≠

T x y z–,–,–( )S a b c, ,( )T x y z, ,( )

r x
2

y
2

z
2

+ +=

x r φ θcossin=

y r φ θsinsin=

z r φcos=
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FIGURE 11. Spherical Coordinates

Therefore, from the spherical coordinates (r,θ,φ), it is easy using these formulae to
find the Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). The inverse relationships can also be f
from:

(EQ 50)

Rotation about an Arbitrary Axis. The rotation matricesRx , Ry andRz allow for
rotation about the principal axes. These rotations in themselves are not suffici
for example, unless an object happens to be centred on one of the principal
we would not be able to spin an object around an axis that intersects it. This kin
rotation is important - often in order to get a good understanding of the shape o
object we need to spin it around an axis that passes through it, or is at least ne
it.

In this section we construct a composite transformation matrix (R) for rotation by
angle α around an axis specified by two pointsp1 = (x1 , y1 ,z2 ) and p2 =
(x2 , y2 , z2 ). R can be constructed as follows:

1. Translate so thatp1 is at the origin: T( -p1)

P (x,y,z)

θ

ϕ

X

Y

Z

QO

φ z
r
--acos=

θ y
x
--atan=
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2. Let (x,y,z) = p2 - p1 is the other end of the line segment, and write this in sphe
ical form as (r,θ,φ) as in the previous section. In fact the appropriate diagram
for this situation is now as in the previous section.

3. Apply the rotation -θ about the Z axis to bring Q on the ZX plane: Rz(-θ)

4. Apply the rotation -φ about the Y axis, so that OP is now coincident with the Z
axis: Ry(-φ)

Combining these we define the matrix that transform

the axis of rotation to be the Z axis. Now we can rotate by Rz(α) , and then apply

the inverse transformationM-1. Hence the complete transformation is:

(EQ 51)

where:

(EQ 52)

Quaternians

Summary

We have spent some time reminding readers of the very basics of points and
tors since these ideas and operations are fundamental to computer graphics. G
ics primitives are typicallyplanar. For the vast majority of this book, reflecting the
vast amount of computer graphics practice, the type of geometry used to repr
objects is that of simple polygons (often just triangles) inscribed on planes. S
planar polygons are mathematically and computationally easy to deal with. T
have the advantage that most shapes can be approximated by collections of
gons or triangles, even curved shapes, provided that a relatively large numb

M T p1–( )Rz θ–( )Ry φ–( )=

R MRz α( )M
1–

=

M T p1–( )Rz θ–( )Ry φ–( )=

M
1–

Ry φ( )Rz θ( )T p1( )=
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triangles are used in the approximation. The ‘phantoms’ that comprise vir
worlds are usually made of polygons.
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CHAPTER 3 Lighting - the Radiance
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Lighting The Fundamental Problem for Computer
Graphics

So far we have a scene composed of geometric objects. In computing terms
would be a data structure representing a collection of objects. Each object
example, might be itself a collection of polygons. Each polygon is sequenc
points on a plane.

The ‘real world’, however, is ‘one that generates energy’. Our scene so far is tru
phantom one, since it simply is a description of a set of forms with no substan
Energy must be generated: the scene must be lit; albeit, lit with virtual light.

Computer graphics is concerned with the construction of virtual models of sce
This is a relatively straightforward problem to solve. In comparison, the problem
lighting scenes isthe major and central conceptual and practical problem of co
puter graphics. The problem is one of simulating lighting in scenes, in such a
that the computation does not take forever. Also the resulting 2D projected ima
should look as if they are real. In fact, let’s make the problem even more interes
and challenging: we do not just want the computation to be fast, we want it inreal
time. Image frames, in other words, virtual photographs taken within the scene m
be produced fast enough to keep up with the changing gaze (head and eye mov
Great Events of the Twentieth Century35
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people looking and moving around the scene - so that they experience the
visual sensations as if they were moving through a corresponding real scene
ally, the simulation of lighting would be so accurate, and the speed of computa
so great that they would be unable to distinguish between the real and the vir
Even more: objects in the scene could be moving, the light could be changing (
sunset), and the effect of the representations of the people immersed in the
should also be taken into account as part of the lighting computation. In o
words, I should see a reflection of my virtual self in the eyes of your virtual self.

Yes, well, this problem awaits solution.

Light

Why is the problem so hard to solve? It is because of the complexity of the inte
tion between light and objects in a scene. A full description of this is beyond
scope of this book (see, for example, Glassner, 1995). In this section we pre
some of the problems.

Visible light is electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths approximately in t
range from 400nm to 700nm. Wavelength gives rise to the sensation of co
(more about this later). It is well known that light has properties compatible wit
being a wave phenomenon and also a particle phenomenon. In other words
wave model of light is adopted, and experiments carried out on this basis
results are obtained which are compatible with the wave theory. On the other h
the same is true if a particle model of light is adopted - results are compatible w
this view of light too.

The particles are calledphotons, packets of energy which travel in a straight line i
vaccuum with velocityc (the usual symbol for the speed of light, approximate
300,000m per second). The photons may also of course be thought of as ‘wa
Each photon carries energyE which is proportional to frequency of its correspond
ing wave:

(EQ 53)

whereh is called Planck’s constant, andf is the frequency. The associated wave
length is inversely proportional to the frequency (the greater the frequency per
time shorter the wavelength). In fact:

E hf=
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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(EQ 54)

since length of the wave times the number of waves per second must be the v
ity.

Photons have another unusual property that they do not interfere with one an
- two rays of light crossing one another do not interact. For example, photons a
paths that reach into my eyes are not affected by other rays of photons crossi
front of my eyes.

The problem of how light interacts with surfaces in a volume of space is an ex
ple of a transport problem. In general this is concerned with the distribution
moving particles in a space - for example, the distribution of vehicles on a road
tem can be studied with equations similar to those that occur in light trans
(though the study of most transport problems, including - unfortunately - vehic
must take into account the effect of collisions amongst the particles).

We denote by theradiant energyor flux in a volumeV. The flux is the rate of
energy flowing through a surface per unit time (it is measured in watts). The en
is proportional to the particle flow, since each photon carries energy. The flux m
be thought of as the flow of photons per unit time.

In fact the energy is proportional to the wavelength, so that to fully specify rad
energy in a volume we should use the notation , i.e., the radiant energy at w

length . For the time being we shall drop the , and consider as represent

specific wavelength. In perceptual terms, we have said that produces the s
tion of colour. Flux is related to the sensation of brightness.

Now consider the total flux in volume. First, this must be in dynamic equilibrium
that is, although of course particles are flowing through the volume, the ove
distribution remains constant (for example, parts of a scene do not spontane
become brighter or darker over time, other things being equal). It seems to
observer that immediately a light emitter is ‘switched on’ in a scene that the li
energy is instantaneously distributed through the scene, and that the illumin
remains constant. Of course it is not instantaneous, but appears so because
speed of light.

Second, the law of conservation of energy applies. The total light energy input
the volume must be equal to the total energy that is output by or absorbed by m
within the volume. Light may be input into the volume in two ways: it flows i

λf c=

Φ

Φλ

λ λ Φ
λ
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from outside (in-scattering) or it is emitted from within the volume itself (emis-
sion). Light may be output from the volume bystreamingthrough it without inter-
acting with any matter within the volume, or by interacting with matter in th
volume and then being reflected out (out-scattering) or by being absorbed by that
matter (absorption).

Hence we have the equation:

(EQ 55)

Let’s tie this down a bit further. Let be the flux at pointp in direction ,

where the volume, and a set of directions of interest (hence is of

form ). Now each of the events, other than emmision, in (EQ 55) is expres
in probabilitistic terms. For example, absorption is expressed as the probability
unit time of a particle at pointp travelling in direction being absorbed:

Hence the total absorbed at this point and direction is . If this is n
integrated over the volume and directions, the total absorption in the volume is

(EQ 56)

Similarly, let be the probability that a photon travelling in direction a

point p will be deflected into direction . Then the total out-scattering is:

(EQ 57)

(Recall that is the set of all directions on the unit sphere).

There is a similar expression for in-scattering, , but with the roles of a

reversed.

The streaming is the total flux over the whole surface,S, of V, in all directions. This
is easy to write down as the integral:

(EQ 58)

emission in-scattering+ streaming out-scattering absorption+ +=

Φ p ω,( ) ω
p V∈ ω Γ∈ ω
θ φ,( )

ω a p ω,( )
a p ω,( )Φ p ω,( )

Φa
a p ω,( )Φ p ω,( ) pd ωd

V
∫

Γ
∫=

k p ω ω′, ,( ) ω
ω′

Φo
k p ω ω′, ,( )Φ p ω,( ) ω′d pd ωd

Ω
∫

V
∫

Γ
∫=

Ω

Φi ω

ω′

Φs Φ p ω,( ) pd ωd
S
∫

Γ
∫=
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Finally emission is specified as , the flux emitted (photon energy per u

time) at pointp in direction . Hence total emission in the volume is:

(EQ 59)

Now (EQ 55) may be written as:

(EQ 60)

Why do we care about all this? What has it got to do with computer graphics?
answer is surprising,: if we knew then we would have a complete solut
to the problem of lighting in computer graphics. It tells us the light energy flowi
in every direction in which we might be interested ( ) at every point throughou
volume of space (V). For example, suppose we had a virtual eye or camera in
scene, and wished to use that to make an image (‘the phantom world of pro
tions’). Then we would find all the rays of light that enter the lens (i.e., a set

) and reach the retina of the eye or photographic film. This lens would co

spond to a set of points . Each ray that hits the surface of the lens therefore ca

energy which determines the response of the eye or camera. An im
would be formed, on the virtual retina or ‘film’ plane, which when viewed by
person generates the sensations associated with seeing the virtual scen
course how this can be done is the subject of the rest of this book!).

Now how can we find ? We could try to solve the integral equation (E

60) for . This is extremely hard and in practice cannot be achieved. Co
puter graphics is essentially about a series of different approximations
approaches to the solution of (EQ 60). The types of solution adopted depend o
requirements: a solution that delivers real-time performance is totally differen
one that produces illumination realism, and there are compromises between
two extremes.

Simplifying Assumptions

In order to get anywhere at all with the solution of (EQ 60) a number of simplifyi
assumptions are made which are usually applied across almost the whole rea
computer graphics.

ε p ω,( )
ω

Φe ε p ω,( ) pd ωd
V
∫

Γ
∫=

Φe Φi+ Φs Φo Φa+ +=

Φ p ω,( )

Γ

ω Ω∈
p

Φ p ω,( )

Φ p ω,( )
Φ p ω,( )
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Wavelength independence.It is customary to assume that there is no interacti
between wavelenths. Therefore (EQ 60) can be solved at a sample of diffe
wavelengths, and then these solutions combined together to estimate the w
length distribution at a point along a ray. This rules outfluorescence. This is the
process by which material absorbes light at one wavelength to reflect it out at a
ferent wavelength within a short period of time.

Time invariance. It is assumed that any solution of the equation for the distrib
tion of energy remains valid over time unless something changes in the scene
(eg, an object moves position). This rules outphosphorescencewhich occurs when
energy aborbed at one moment is emitted later after a (relatively) large time de

Light transports in a vaccuum. A very important simplifying assumption is tha
the volume of space through which light transports is a vaccuum, though one
ted with the graphical objects of interest in a scene. In other words the med
through which light travels is avaccuum(a non-participatingmedium) rather than
a participatingmedium. In this case a number of elements of the equation beco
simpler: absorption and out-scattering only occur at the boundaries of surfa
There is no emission except from objects. There is no scattering or absorp
again except at the surfaces of objects. What this means is that a light ray th
unobstructed (i.e., a ray between two objects - sometimes called ‘free space’
none of its energy absorbed, or scattered along that ray, and there are no pa
of matter along the ray which themselves generate additional light energy. This
reasonable assumption for scenes representing building interiors - though ev
this case the effects of dust cannot be taken into account. It is a less reaso
assumption for outdoor scenes - it rules out rain and fog or any kind of light
effects caused by the atmosphere.

Objects are isotropic.When photons strike a surface their energy may be partia
absorbed and partially reflected. In anisotropicmaterial, if we consider the incom-
ing (or incident) direction of light, and an outgoing (reflected) direction, the re
tionship between these is the same over the whole surface of the object.
simplifies the types of expression involved in the term, since nowk is
independent ofp on the surface of such an object. Ananisotropicmaterial does not
have this property.

k p ω ω′, ,( )
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We have used flux in the discussion above because it is something that is ea
visualise - particles travelling through a volume, the number and rate of flow
such particles, and the effects of their collisions with matter in the volume. Ho
ever, the real quantity of interest in computer graphics is not the flux itself, bu
derivative of this quantity called theradiance. Radiance (L) is the flux that leaves a
surface, per unit projected area of the surface, per unit solid angle of direction.

Let dA be the surface area from which the energy is leaving in direction rela

to the normal todA, through a differential solid angle . This is shown in Figur
12. Then if the radiance leaving the ‘differential area’dA is L the corresponding
flux is:

(EQ 61)

As we letdA and become vanishingly small represents theflux along a ray

in direction . Another way to think about radiance then is that is the fun
tion that is integrated over the solid angle and projected area in order to obtain
radiant power (flux) from that area.

FIGURE 12. Radiance is flux per unit projected area per unit solid angle

θ
dω

d
2Φ LdA θdωcos=

dω d
2Φ

θ L p ω,( )

n

θ

dA

dω
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In Figure 13 we show two small patches,dA and dB. Supposer is the distance
between them, and the radiance fromdA to dB is L. Let’s write as the
radiant power transferred. Then:

(EQ 62)

FIGURE 13. Flux between two patches

However, using (EQ 23),

(EQ 63)

Note also that by again making use of (EQ 23) and rearranging, we obtain:

Φ dA dB,( )

Φ dA dB,( ) LdA θAcos dωA=

dA

dB

nA
nB

θA

θB

r

dωA

dB θBcos

r
2

----------------------=

Φ dA dB,( )∴
LdA θAdB θBcoscos

r
2

-------------------------------------------------=
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(EQ 64)

(EQ 64) shows that reversing the direction of the flow of light makes no differen
to the flux - following the general principle that equations involving light ener
are invariant when the direction is reversed.

(EQ 63) shows that flux diminishes by an amount equal to the inverse square o
distance - so that when the two areas are moved further apart the flux is dimini
accordingly. However, this is not the case for radiance: radiance along a ray is
stant - it is independent of the distance from the source.

This leads to a fundamental principle in computer graphics: we tend to forget a
photons flowing through a volume of space, and instead abstract away from
underlying physics to think just about rays carrying light energy represented
radiance.For computer graphics the basic particle is not the photon and the ene
it carries but the ray and its associated radiance.

There are three other characterisations of light energy that are important in c
puter graphics. The first is calledradiant intensity. It is the radiant power (or flux)
per unit solid angle (steradians). Hence, ifI is the radiant intensity, then the assoc
ated radiant power is given in (EQ 65):

(EQ 65)

Hence, comparing with (EQ 62):

(EQ 66)

whereL is the corresponding radiance.

The second is calledradiosity. It is the flux per unit area that radiates from a su
face, and is usually denoted byB. Hence, ifB is the radiosity associated with the
energy leaving areadA, the flux can be recovered as:

(EQ 67)

Φ dA dB,( ) LdB θB

dA θAcos

r
2

----------------------
 
 
 

cos=

LdB θBdωBcos=

Φ dB dA,( )=

dΦ Idω=

I LdA θcos=

dΦ BdA=
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Irradiance is the flux per unit area that arrives at a surface. It is usually denoted
E, and if the irradiance arriving atdA is E then the flux is:

(EQ 68)

Suppose is radiance arriving at pointp along direction , then it follows
from (EQ 61) that:

(EQ 69)

Reflectance

FIGURE 14. A specularly reflecting surface

Up to now we have talked about the distribution of light energy in a scene,
made oblique references to light being absorbed and reflected from surfaces.
we outline how this is taken into account in the computer graphics model for lig
ing. Suppose a ray of light energy hits a surface atp, with incident direction .

The volume over which that energy may be reflected is the hemisphere whose
is the tangent plane atp.The reason for this should be clear: the hemisphere c
tains the entire set of directions visible from p which are not obscured by the
face of whichp is a part. (A 2D analogue of this is shown in Figure 15.

dΦ EdA=

L p ω,( ) ω

E p ω,( ) dΦ
dA
------- L p ω,( ) θdωcos= =

p

ωr ωi

θr θi

n

ωi
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FIGURE 15. Light is radiated in a hemisphere about a point on a surface

The next question to ask is how much energy leaves the surface as a resul
reflected direction ? We introduce the term called thebidirectional

reflectance distribution function(BRDF) which relates the reflected radiance a
point p in direction to the incoming irradiance to pointp in incident direction

. Then:

(EQ 70)

Specification of correctly for real surfaces in the world is an extreme

complex task, especially if the surface is anisotropic (in which casef does vary
with p). Computer graphics practice abstracts away from the complexity of the
world and mainly uses two idealisations of material properties calledspecular
reflectors anddiffuse reflectors, and mixtures of these. A specular reflector is
mirror-like surface, which reflects the incident ray in completely in one outgoi
ray such that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection (Figure
These anges are measured relative to the normal to the surface atp. Also the vec-
tors corresponding to and lie on the same plane as the normal. (A very in

esting proof of this can be found in Feinman). A diffuse reflector is a ‘roug
surface, which scatters the energy of the incoming ray equally in all directions o
the hemisphere abovep. In this case it possible to show that:

(EQ 71)

ωr f p ωi ωr, ,( )

ωr

ωi

L p ωr,( ) f p ωi ωr, ,( )E p ωi,( )=

f p ωi ωr, ,( )

ωi ωr

f p ωi ωr, ,( ) 1
π
---∝
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where the constant of proportionality is the reflectivity of the material (i.e., the p
portion of incoming flux which is reflected out across all directions).

More complex BRDFs can also be constructed. For example, withglossyreflec-
tion, an incident ray would have its energy dispersed in a cone about the ideal s
ularly reflected ray . A BRDF is typically constructed as a mixture of diffu

and specular components.

We have tacitly assumed that surfaces are opaque. However, transparent su
must also be taken into account. The approach is much the same, except th
light rays now would pass through different media (for example from air to insid
block of ice) and the direction of transmission depends on the density of the m
rial. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter XXX (but also see Feinman).

The Radiance Equation

We said that the lighting problem would be completely solved if we could fi
for all points and directions, and that there is an equation for this funct

(EQ 60). We then introduced a number of restrictive assumptions on the roa
making this equation more palatable, and also stated that the function real
interest is radiance rather than radiant power, rather than . W
all the simplifying assumptions that have been suggested (and additional o
beyond the scope of this book), and using the various terms that have been
duced, it is possible to derive a new equation from (EQ 60) that is much simple
understand, expressed in terms of radiance rather than flux. This is called theradi-
ance equationor rendering equation, and provides an equation for radiance a
point p on a surface along the ray given by direction .

This equation expresses the fact that this radiance must be the sum of two qu
ties. The first is the amount of radiance directlyemittedat this point (if any). For
example, the point may itself be on a surface which is a light source. The sec
quantity is the amount of radiancereflectedat this point. The amount reflected ca
be computed as the sum over all rays coming intop (the total irradiance) multiplied
by the BRDF for this surface. Hence,

(EQ 72)

ωr

Φ p ω,( )

L p ω,( ) Φ p ω,( )

ω

radiance = emitted radiance + total reflected radiance
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For any incoming direction the relected radiance in direction is the irradia

multiplied by the BRDF. Using (EQ 69) and (EQ 70) this is:

(EQ 73)

If we integrate (i.e., ‘sum’) this over the hemisphere of all incoming directions ap,
we obtain:

(EQ 74)

The radiance equation is therefore:

(EQ 75)

where is the emitted radiance.

This is an integral equation for the radiance functionL, and the rest of this book is
about how to solve it.

We have restrictedp to lie on surfaces but in fact this restriction is unnecessa
Supposep is not on a surface, then since radiance does not change along a r
free space, we can trace the raybackwardsin direction starting fromp until we

encounter a surface at . Then .

Figure 16 shows a schematic representation of the radiance equation. Conside
incoming ray atp. According to the equation we need to compute the radian
along this ray. So we trace backwards along the incoming direction until we

another surface at (say) , and find the radiance .But in order to find

we need to invoke the radiance equation again. In other words, correspondin
each of the (uncountably infinite) number of incoming rays suggested in Figure
there is another copy of the same diagram, showing how the radiance along tha
was generated.

ωi ω

f p ωi ω, ,( )L p ωi,( ) θidωicos

total reflection f p ωi ω, ,( )L p ωi,( ) θidωicos
Ω
∫=

L p ω,( ) Le p ω,( ) f p ωi ω, ,( )L p ωi,( ) θidωicos
Ω
∫+=

Le p ω,( ) f p ωi ω, ,( )L p ωi,( ) θi θisincos θd φd
0

π 2⁄

∫
0

2π

∫+=

Le p ω,( )

ω
p′ L p ω,( ) L p′ w,( )=

ωi

p′ L p′ ωi,( )
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Putting this in everyday terms, the radiance equation highlights the fact that illu
nation is globally determined. The light you see reflected from this page of th
book depends on the incoming light to the page, and on the material propertie
the surface of the page (the BRDF - how it reflects light). The incoming light to
page depends on the direct light sources where you are located, but also all the
rect light from other surfaces in your environment. The light reflected from tho
surfaces in turn depends on the direct light reaching them, and all the indirect
from other surfaces in the environment, and so on.

FIGURE 16. Illustrating the radiance equation

Solutions of the Radiance Equation

In this section we consider various approaches to the solution of the radiance e
tion, and in a real sense this section is an abstract guide to much of the rest o
book.

In computer graphics applications the main interest in the radiance equation is
it implicitly embodies the totality of all possible 2D views, i.e., images, of th
scene that it represents. The problem then becomes how to extract the inform
needed to construct such images. The process of extracting 2D projected im
from the radiance equation is calledrendering.

L p ω,( )

E p ωi,( )

p

p′

ωi
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There are two approaches to this: the view-independent and the view-depen
solution.View-dependencemeans that the radiance equation is solved only for th
set of rays that are needed to form an image. We will study the mechanics of s
fying such a set of rays in Chapter 2 and onwards - for the time being, as we m
tioned earlier, it is the set of rays that are entering an ‘eye’ or the lens of a cam
These are the only rays that are visible to such an eye, the only rays that caus
sensation of vision. Such a solution is called ‘view-dependent’ because if the v
ing situation changes, for example, if the eye looks in a different direction, then
entire process of computing the radiance along the eye-visible rays must be ca
out again. So a view-dependent solution specialises in computing for

set of such thatp is on the surface representing the lens, and correspo
to the directions of rays through that lens.

A view-independent solution concentrates on pre-computing values f
across all surfaces of a scene and for as many directions as possible.

when a particular image is required, the set of corresponding the surface

directions through the lens are computed and the corresponding values of
are ‘looked up’ rather than computed. This approach is called ‘view-independ
because a solution for is found without regard to any particular viewi
directions. View-independence has the advantage that producing an image o
scene is a constant time operation independently of the scene complexity an
particular view: it is just the time to compute the ray directions and intersecti
with the lens, and look up the correspondingL values.

Approaches to the solution of the radiance equation can be independently clas
in two further ways - depending on whether the solution is local or global. Alocal
solution at most takes into account only the direct effect of light sources on obje
and does not take into account inter-object reflection. This completely elimin
the recursion in (EQ 75). The integral is effectively replaced by a sum over th
incident directions corresponding to rays coming from light sources (who’s ra
ance values are known and therefore do not have to be computed recursively
simplify things further, it is usually the case that such light sources are sin
points, so that for each point on the surface of an object there will beone ray only
that represents an incoming radiance from a specific light source.

A global solution is one that takes into account the recursive nature of the radia
equation - in other words at least some type of object inter-reflection is accou
for. The method called ‘ray tracing’ only takes into account object interreflect
for specular surfaces. The method called ‘radiosity’ only takes into account ob
interreflection between diffuse surfaces. Other methods, usually called ‘Mo

L p ω,( )
p ω,( ) ω

L p ω,( )
p ω,( )

L p ω,( )

L p ω,( )
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Carlo’ methods statistically sample large sets of ray directions and find an appr
mate global solution based on these.

TABLE 1. classifies a number of approaches to computer graphics according to
type of solution of the radiance equation (local or global) and the phase-spac
the solution (view dependent, or view independent). We briefly consider eac
turn.

Flat-shaded graphics.The solution adopted for the radiance equation (EQ 75)
extremely simple: it is to ignore the integral completely so that

In practice this means that each object has a pre-assigned radiance (think of t
a colour). For any viewpoint the objects are simply projected to 2D and displa
in their colour. It is view-independent because clearly the ‘solution’ is obtain
without taking any viewpoint into account. It is ‘local’ because obviously there
no recursion in the solution, no impact of even primary light sources - except in
sense that each object is treated as a primary source.

Ray tracing. The radiance equation is simplified by only allowing point ligh
sources and with BRDFs that only account for specular reflection. Suppose
example that there is only one (point) light source in a scene. Then e

will be non-zero for only one combination of and - that is whe

the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. Hence there will be (at m
one incoming ray and one outgoing ray for each each surface point. Now cons
an ‘eye-visible ray’ that is a ray that is passing in an appropriate direction thro
the lens of the eye. Find the surface point (p) in the scene that is the origin for tha
ray. Trace a ray fromp to the point light source and thereby compute the quant

(which will be easily computable given the known radiance emittin

properties of the light). This quantity also includes a fudge called ‘ambient lig
which is supposed to represent a total background illumination due to indi
lighting, and another fix called ‘diffuse light’ which adds in a term to represent a
diffuse characteristics of the surface (which is not globally accounted for in

TABLE 1. Types of Solution of the Radiance Equation

Local Global

View dependent ‘real-time’ graphics ray tracing

Monte Carlo path tracing

View independent ‘flat-shaded’ graphics

(image based rendering)

radiosity

Monte Carlo photon tracing

L p ω,( ) Le p ω,( )=

f p ωi ω, ,( ) ω ωi

Le p ω,( )
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tracing). Now the remainder of the radiance equation is taken care of by recurs
tracing the ray in the reflected direction fromp until it hits another surface, and the
radiance along that ray again computed recursively. The recursion continues
the amount of radiance added by a ray falls below some pre-assigned thresh
So each primary (eye-visible) ray spawns a whole tree of recursively follow
reflected rays, each of which carries their radiance back up the tree towards th
mary. Note that the light paths are being followedbackwards- from the eye out to
the scene! Ray tracing is view-dependent because solutions are found only fo
specific set of rays entering the eye. It is global because the solution includes a
cial form of the recursive integral term.

Monte Carlo Path Tracing. This is similar to ray tracing - but can produce a
estimated solution to the radiance equation that includes both specular and d
reflection. It follows the same general principle in that primary rays are traced
the scene from the eye. However, instead of the recursive rays following spe
paths determined by the direction for specular reflection, rays are generated
follow a randomly selected direction. Thus given an intersection pointp on a sur-
face, the BRDF is sampled to randomly choose a ray to follow. This is contin
from intersection point to intersection point until successive contributions are n
ligible. The whole process is repeated many times for each primary ray, and
results averaged together. Hence the space of all solutions for the particular e
sampled. This is a view-dependent method because it starts from the primary
visible rays, and the solution is only valid for a particular view. It is clearly a glob
illumination method since it is a stochastic solution to the full radiance equation

Real-time graphics.The radiance equation is simplified further - the recursive e
ment is completely removed. Light sources are again points. Only direct lightin
included - which means that the integral is replaced by a sum over light sou
only, and only the local contribution of each light top on a surface is computed.
This is clearly a local solution. This approach differs from ray-tracing in anoth
sense: in ray tracing the primary eye-visible rays are traced out through the s
In real-time graphics whole objects are ‘projected’ to the lens surface - thus bec
ing 2D entities (rays are not explicitly used at all). In this 2D projected space p
computed radiance values on the boundaries of the objects are interpolated to
the 2D visible solid areas of the objects. Ray tracing involves searching along
path of rays for objects that intersect the rays. Real-time graphics avoids thi
directly projecting the objects to the lens surface - thus there are no computa
ally intensive ray-object intersection calculations. It is a view-dependent solu
because the projections of objects are, of course, only valid for a particular v
point and direction of view of an eye.
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Radiosity. The solution adopted for the radiance equation is to reduce the BR
to a constant with respect to direction, and entirely eliminate all dire

tional aspects of the equation. As the name implies the method also transform
equation to be re-expressed in terms of radiosity rather than radiance. Now ho
it possible to get away with eliminating all directional considerations? The ans
is to assume that all surfaces are diffuse reflectors only. Recall that ideal dif
reflectors scatter the energy of an incoming ray equally in all directions - he
direction is irrelevant. The surfaces of the scene are divided into small surface
ments. The radiance equation reduces to a system of linear equations (one eq
for each small surface element in the scene) where the unknowns are the ra
ties associated with the surface elements. The solution to this equation ther
results in a radiosity being associated with each small surface element in the s
or alternatively to points on the boundaries of those surface elements. It is a v
independent solution because it is in terms of the scene itself rather than for
particular set of rays for a specific eye. It is clearly a global solution, since it d
take into account inter-reflection between the diffuse surfaces. Once the radi
computation has been carried out it is then possible to use the approach of real
graphics to produce specific views.

Monte Carlo Photon Tracing. Jensen, 1996 used a two-pass method in trac
rays from the light sources, combined with the usual method of tracing rays to
viewpoint. This has been extended by Shirley et al., 1995 into a multi-stage me
which has the advantage of producing a globally illuminated scene for real-t
walkthrough, which makes use of statistical density estimation techniques.
method involves producing a fine triangulation of all (polygonal) objects in t
scene. Photons are traced from light sources, with energy determined by the e
distribution of the emitters. Intersections with objects are followed by furth
Monte Carlo based tracing, until the particles are finally absorbed. When there
hit on an object surface, the information is stored in the corresponding triangle
the end of this process (which can take several tens of hours for a realistic sc
all triangles are sorted into object order. Each triangle potentially has an assoc
distribution of particle hits, which is then used to estimate radiance density fu
tion over that patch. Finally adjacent triangles which are similar enough accord
to some tolerance criterion are merged together (this last step only to reduc
total number of triangles in the interest of rendering speed). The scene can the
rendered in real-time using Gouraud shading. However, this is not then a full
bal solution for specular highlights and reflections are not treated correctly at
rendering stage.

f p ωi ω, ,( )
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Image Based Rendering.This is included in Table 1 on page 50 in bracket
because it doesn’t quite belong. In image based rendering (light field rende
being a part of IBR) there is typically no lighting computation at all within th
method. Some other means has been used to capture a sample of images (w
digital photography or some other rendering system) with known viewing para
ters and the essence of this approach to computer graphics is to synthesise
images representing viewing parameters not in the original set from this sam
Now if the original images were captured by a technique that preserves global
mination (for example, photographs of real scenes - provided that they are di
reflectors) then IBR will produce ‘globally illuminated’ images. The essential po
is that the lighting calculations themselves are not part of the IBR method itself

Visibility

There is an implicit but highly computationally intensive aspect of the radian
equation which is not obvious - this is the problem of visibility. Consider an in
dent ray to a surface pointp. Where did that ray come from? Clearly from anothe
surface. Which one? Ray tracing has to explicitly search for intersections of the
potentially with all objects in the scene (though there are ways of speeding up
search). This is one example of the visibility problem: we are only interested
incident rays from surfaces that are visible to the pointp. (Even here there are
complications, because rays through transparent objects are bent, and so
though a surface may not have straight-line visibility top, it may still contribute
light energy).

The problem of visibility also occurs in real-time graphics, even though there is
explicit ray tracing. We said that all objects are projected to the surface of the l
But of course not all objects will be visible to the eye - and of course objects m
partially obscure one another with respect to a particular viewpont. So it is cle
not a matter of straight-forward projection of objects - visibility relationshi
between objects with respect to a particular eye have to be taken into account.

Summary

This chapter has covered several issues:
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• We have shown that efficient computation of scene lighting may be regarded
the central problem of computer graphics - it gives substance to the geome
form of scene description.

• We have introduced basic radiometric terms such as flux or radiant power, r
ance, irradiance, and radiosity. This is important because computer graphic
texts often have a habit of being rather vague about the quantities that it m
sures, often loosely calling everything ‘intensity’.

• We have shown how the distribution of light in a scene may be described by
a field of radiant power or more appropriately of radiance. A field is a functio
over points in a multi-dimensional space. The space here is 5-dimensional: e
point of the form . All information about the scene is encapsulated in t

function .

• We introduced the radiance equation - an equation that has to obey
satisfy the requirements of radiance distribution through a scene. This is the
central equation of computer graphics, and all 3D display methods used in c
puter graphics are attempts at solving this equation - or (sometimes gross)
plifications of the equation.

• The process of rendering (2D projected) images of a scene is that of extrac
the relevant information from the radiance field. This is equivalent to finding
way to solve the radiance equation - and we have briefly touched on severa
ferent methods used in computer graphics.

Computer graphics is about solving the radiance equation. In the next chapte
discuss a particularly elegant, and in principle simple method for solving this eq
tion known as light field rendering.

p ω,( )
L p ω,( )

L p ω,( )
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Introduction

Levoy and Hanrahan, 1996 and also Gortler et al., 1996 provided an interes
image-based solution to the radiance equation (EQ 75) under a number of re
tions. The radiance equation is a recursive expression for radiance w

is any surface point and is the set of all directions. Any specific a

together form a ray, hence we can think of being defined over the se
all rays with origins at points on surfaces. Hence the domain ofL is a five dimen-
sional ray space.

However, radiance is constant along a given direction in ‘free space’, that is, w
there are no discontinuities due to intersections with objects. Hence radiance is
stant along each direction outside the convex hull of a scene. Figure 17 sho
simple 2D example. Consider consider the set of all rays with origin on lines which
terminate on lineu. All such rays intersecting the scene consisting of the two shad
boxes can be parameterised in 2D using (s,u). Suppose that a radiance value wer
(somehow) assigned to each such (s,u), i.e., thatL(s,u) was known. Now to form an
image, we place an image plane and centre of projection in the scene, and colle
those rays passing through the COP which intersect the image plane.

L p ω,( )
p ω p

ω L p ω,( )
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Clearly this parameterisation is only valid for views outside theconvex hullof the
scene, for it is only for these rays that the radiance is constant. Views from a
where in the interior would not be possible, since the radiance abruptly chan
along such paths.

FIGURE 17. Parameterising the Space of all Rays in Free Space

For example, suppose an image for a pin-hole camera were required from pop
for the view ‘volume’ within the arrowed lines. Then by capturing the radian
from all the rays between the arrowed lines such an image could be constructe

In order to construct the complete set of rays (for the convex hull of the scene)
copies of the ‘light slab’ defined bys and u would be needed - one as shown
another with the directions reversed, and two others with, for example, two ver
lines on either side of the scene. Nevertheless, the overall representation o
lumigraph is still two-dimensional, albeit with four such two-dimensional repr
sentations.

Such a representation is called alight field. A lumigraph is the same idea, though
with some additional information.
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FIGURE 18. Discrete Representation of a Light Field (One Light Slab)

Staying with this two-dimensional example, and with the single ‘light slab’ fos
andu, the light field radiance would be a continuous function ofs andu, L(s,u). For
computational purposes a discrete representation is required. Thetwo-line parame-
terisationis illustrated in Figure 18 (with a 2D analogue). Grids are imposed on
sandu axes, and then all possible lines between each grid point on one to each
point on the other forms the discrete representation of the set of all such lines.

The radiance attached to each ray in the light-field would be estimated by choo
each grid point ons as a centre of projection withu as the image plane (and a

fixed interval ofu as the view plane window). In this way, every ray that intersec
the convex hull of the scene would have an associated radiance determined b
‘rendering’ of the image formed by the set of perspective projections.

For 3D scenes the ‘two-line’ parameterisation is replaced by atwo-plane parame-
terisation(2PP), the first parameterised by (s,t) and the second by (u,v). The light
field (in fact a sub-set of it) is then represented byL(s,t,u,v), and discretised by all
possible lines between the two planes defined by a rectangular grid impose
each. Thest plane is subdivided into squares with each vertex forming a centre
projection, with a rectangular subset of theuv plane as the view plane window to
form an associated image. Hence there is an image associated with each grid
of thest plane, and a radiance associated with each (s,t,u,v) combination represent-
ing lines that intersect the convex hull of the scene. This describes how to form

u

s

si
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light slab. In order to cover all possible ray directions, six copies are needed - t
orthogonal rotations, and two directions in each case.

The light field once constructed can be used for synthesis of an image from a
tual camera which does not correspond to the set of cameras on thest planes. A
new image can be formed by sampling the corresponding set of lines through
viewpoint and in the required directions.

The light field approach was designed as a method of forming new views fr
images of real scenes. Suppose digital photographs were taken under strict c
tions forming the set of viewpoints and directions associated with the st pla
Such a set of images can clearly be used to construct a light field. A virtual li
field, that is a light field for virtual scenes, can also be constructed by using so
other rendering system in order to form the images. The only possible advanta
this is where the rendering system includes global illumination with a mixture
diffuse and specular surfaces. The light field approach then provides, in princip
means for real-time walkthrough of a globally illuminated scene - something wh
is still not possible in any other way.

In the next sessions we consider some issues in more detail. We mainly con
one slight slab parameterised byst and uv. The extensions to multiple light slabs
are obvious.

Rendering: Interpolation

Suppose that thest plane is discretised with an grid, and theuv plane with

. Then the light field will consist of perspective images, each of reso

tion .This is illustrated in 2D in Figure 19, thest point marked COP will have an
associated image with view volume between the two thicker lines. All rays c
verging on this COP will therefore have an associated radiance determined by
image. The image might either have been formed by placing a digital camera
real scene, or by rendering a virtual scene with the given COP and view volu
The COP is shifted to each point on thest plane in turn, thus completing the full
light slab. The whole process must be repeated for each of five other light s
forming the full light field in order to attain a complete ray coverage.

M M×

N N× M
2

N
2
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FIGURE 19. An Image is Created for Each Point on thest Plane

Once the light field has been created it may be used for rendering images
camera positions and orientations outside the convex hull of the scene. Firs
describe the basic way in which this is carried out.

FIGURE 20. Synthesising an Image for a New View

Figure 20 shows thest anduv planes and a new camera position and orientatio
Each ray through a pixel of the virtual camera will intersect thest anduv planes.
For example, the rayr intersects thest plane at and theuv plane at .

Hence the pixel corresponding to that ray would be set with the value

st

uv

COP

view plane window on
uv plane

cop

image plane

uv

st

r

s0 t0,( )

u0 v0,( )

s0 t0,( ) u0 v0,( )
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. In other words, each primary ray generated from the camera

used to look up the nearest ray in the 4D space of rays corresponding to the
field.

This method can be implemented very efficiently using texture mapping. Figure
shows one grid point on thest plane, and a square containing all the poin

on the plane that would be approximated by this particular grid point. Now
square projects to pointsa, b, c, d on theuv plane. Corresponding to there is

an image on theuv plane. This image may be used as a texture to render thst
square for , with texture coordinates given bya, b, c, d. In this approach

therefore the square corresponding to eachst grid-point is rendered using as a tex
ture map the image corresponding to that grid-point. This involves finding the
of texture coordinates for each square, but since neighbouring squares will s
grid points the number of projections required is approximately the number

squares drawn. Of course not all squares would be rendered, depending o
view volume of the camera.

FIGURE 21. Using Texture Mapping

L s0 t0 u0 v0, , ,( )

si tj,( )

si tj,( )
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In practice this simplistic technique will lead to significant aliasing. An alternati
scheme is to use quadrilinear interpolation. There are four nearest neighbours
intersection point on thest plane, and four nearest neighbours on theuv plane, as
shown in Figure 22. Consider first interpolation on s only, with all other parame
fixed. (EQ 76) shows an identity expression s as a barycentric combinatio

and .

FIGURE 22. Quadrilinear Interpolation

(EQ 76)

Quadrilinear interpolation makes the assumption that theL function is itself affine
(of course it will not be so). Hence applying this to (EQ 76) we obtain:

(EQ 77)

Repeating this argument for each of the parameters we obtain:

(EQ 78)

s0 s1

s0 s1
t0

t0

u1u1

v1

v1

s t,( )

u v,( )

s
s1 s–

s1 s0–
---------------

 
  s0

s s0–

s1 s0–
---------------

 
  s1+=

or

s α0s0 α1s1+=

whereα0 α1+ 1=

L s t0 u0 v0, , ,( )
s1 s–

s1 s0–
---------------

 
  L s0 t0 u0 v0, , ,( )

s s0–

s1 s0–
---------------

 
  L s1 t0 u0 v0, , ,( )+=

α0L s0 t0 u0 v0, , ,( ) α1L s1 t0 u0 v0, , ,( )+=
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where each of the are defined in the same way as in (EQ 76), and co

spond tot,u, andv respectively. Now of course all the interpolateds, t, u, v values
can be easily found using a method similar to finding interpolated texture coo
nates during the process of rendering thest squares anduv squares as polygons.

Gortler et al., 1996 show that this method cannot exactly be implemented using
texture mapping hardware. The support for the quadrilinear interpolation

extends out to ABCD in Figure 23, and hence neighbouring grid-points w

have overlapping supports. Consider the six triangles surrounding the grid-p
Gortler shows that if each of these 6 triangles is rendered with texture mappin
before plus alpha blending, where at the grid point and at the ot
triangle vertices, then this is equivalent to linear interpolation onst and bilinear
interpolation onuv. It is suggested that results are not visually distinguishable fro
full bilinear interpolation.

FIGURE 23. Support for the Quadrilinear Basis

Gortler et al., 1996 show that keeping some geometric information together w
the light field rays can lead to an improvement in radiance estimation. Figure
shows a viewing ray with origin at the COP intersecting an object surface. Now
nearest grid-point on the st plane is shown as , and normally would

used for interpolation. However, it is clear that more accurate information can
obtained from the ray through u, and therefore the better interpolation would

between . Gortler suggests storing a polygonal mesh approximating

scene geometry in order to allow for such depth corrections. This approach
result in less blurred images for the samest resolution, since a compensation i
introduced for the errors involved in the interpolation. A further analysis concer

βj γk δl, , αi

si tj,( )

α 1= α 0=

si tj,( )

A B

CD

s0 u0 andu1

s0

u1 andu2
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with speed-up to the rendering process, in particular tradeoffs between quality
time can be found in (Sloan, Cohen and Gortler, 1997).

FIGURE 24. Depth Correction

Representing Light Fields

The 2PP has obvious computational advantages, especially with respect to st
(rectangular images) and the use of rendering (especially texture) hardwar
reconstruction. However, the representation does not provide a uniform dist
tion of rays in 4-space - in other words, if we think of any arbitrary ray in space,
all rays are equally likely to have the same degree of approximation of represe
tion in the light field space. In practice, what this means is that the quality of
rendered image will be a function of the viewpoint and viewing direction. Vie
points near the centre of thest plane, and directions orthogonal to this plane wi
result in better images than viewpoints off to one side with oblique viewing dir
tions - simply because the number and distribution of rays will be different at s
positions. A thorough analysis of the 2PP as a 4D space can be found in (Gu
Cohen, 1997).

Camahort and Fussel, 1999 have carried out a theoretical study of three altern
light field representations - the 2PP as above, a two-sphere representation (
and a direction and point representation (DPP). These were considered by (C
hort, Lerios, and Fussell, 1998). The 2SP involves placing a bounding sp
around the scene, and partitioning the sphere into a uniform grid. Then all con
tions between all vertices on the sphere form the parameterisation. The DPP

cop

uv

st

u0 u1 u2

s0

u

objec
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larly involves placing a sphere around the scene. Now choose a point uniform
random on the surface of the sphere. This defines a vector from the origin thro
that point. Consider the plane orthogonal to that vector and through the cent
the sphere, and bounded by the sphere (i.e., a disc at the origin of the sphere).
choose a uniformly distributed set of points on the disc, as the origin of rays in
same direction as the original vector. The collection of all such rays will form
uniformly distributed set of rays in ray space. Each ray is represented by its d
tion, and its intersection on the disc through the origin. A different two sph
parameterisation was introduced in (Ihm, Park and Lee, 1997) which puts a bo
ing sphere around the scene, and then a set of small spheres on the surface
bounding spheres to represent directions. They also introduce an efficient wa
compression scheme for this data structure.

Camahort and Fussel, 1999 provide an in-depth analysis of these different sch
(as well as a thorough discussion of uniformity), and show that the direction
point approach results in less rendering bias, and corrections that are simp
apply. A ‘rectangularisation’ of this type of approach is adopted for virtual lig
fields in the next chapter.

Practical Issues

There are a number of practical issues to consider. First, what is the ideal p
ment of thest anduv planes? Clearlyst is outside of the scene, whereasuv should
be through the centre of the scene. Ideally the geometry of the scene should
close as possible to theuv plane, so that the grid points are (very rough!) approx
mations to surface geometry. In practice this means that light fields cannot
quately represent scenes of significant depth. A distribution of rays which
adequate for the representation of near surfaces will not be sufficient for the re
sentation of far away surfaces.

What resolutions should be used forM andN? The latter is more important since
as suggested, it determines the degree of approximation of scene geometry
higher the resolution on theuv plane the greater the accuracy of this representati
Hence in practice , and values ofN=256 andM=32 have been shown to be

sufficient for images of size .

Assume that this resolution is used, then one light slab will require rays. S
pose each ray carries 3Bytes, then 192MB is needed, and therefore over 1GB

N M>
256 256×

2
26
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full light field (6 light slabs). Remember that this will only enable static sce
walkthrough and relatively low resolution images. Clearly a compression sch
is needed! Levoy and Hanrahan, 1996 used vector quantization (Gersho and
1992). This is a compression scheme, where the data set is partitioned into clu
each being represented by one vector found during a training phase. Each v
corresponds to a codebook which stores indices of the members of the cl
which it represents. Decoding is a very fast operation - especially useful in the
text of rendering. Levoy and Hanrahan demonstrated compression ratios of
than 100:1 using this scheme.

Further Developments

The original light field / lumigraph papers were published in 1996. Since the
great deal of interest has been generated, and we briefly summarise some
significant developments.

As mentioned earlier, one of the drawbacks of the light field scheme is that
most appropriate for scenes without significant depth. (Isaksen, McMillan,
Gortler, 2000) discuss how to overcome this problem, in addition to suppor
depth-of-field effects and showing how light fields can be used for the basis
auto-stereoscopic display systems. This latter development has also taken
detail in (Perlin, Paxia and Kollin, 2000).

The light field approach is clearly for static scene walkthrough rather than inte
tion with objects in the scene. Nevertheless (Seitz and Kutulakos, 1998) a
some degree of interaction by showing how it is possible to edit one image
scene and propagate the changes to all other images, maintaining overall co
ency amongst all the images.

A surface light field is a light field consisting of rays emanating from surfaces -
principle for any point on a surface the set of all rays leaving that point with th
associated radiances. Wood, et al., 2000 show how to construct, edit and di
such light fields for real scenes. An important general contribution is to show h
such compressed light fields may be directly rendered from the compressed r
sentation.

The theory of light field representations was considered in (Camahort and Fu
1999) as discussed earlier. Chai, Tong, Chan, and Shum, 2000 provide a thor
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analysis of sampling requirements. This includes a minimum sampling cu
which provides the relationship between scene complexity, output resolution,
the image sampling.

Summary

This chapter has introduced the idea of light fields, as an image based approa
providing a ‘solution’ to the radiance equation. The LF approach is almost ‘br
force’ for this purpose - it works with a discrete representation of all possible r
covering a scene, and then assigns radiance to those rays by image rend
Based on a finite sample of images, which have been used to colour rays, it
shown how images from new viewpoints can be constructed. There was some
cussion of efficient rendering using the texture mapping hardware in the contex
interpolation schemes. Alternative schemes for representing a uniform set of
were considered, followed by a brief discussion of recent developments.

In this chapter we have concentrated on the basic ideas of LFs, without consid
the source of the images from which they are constructed. The most widesp
use of light fields is for virtual walkthroughs of real scenes. In the next chapter
consider the issues involved in using light fields for virtual scenes, and cons
one approach, still in its early stages, in more detail.
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Introduction

As we have seen computer graphics rendering is concerned with estimation o
function , the radiance at positionp in a 3D space, in direction . Kajiya,
1986 realised that this function can be expressed as an integral equation: and
puter graphics rendering had been (implicitly) concerned with finding approxim
solutions to that equation. The integral equation can be written in operator fo
and expanded as an infinite series. Then, for example, classical rendering
(almost) be viewed as the approximate solution equal to the first term only of
expansion. This deals only with light transport between emitters and reflecting
faces, and excludes inter-reflection between non-emitting surfaces. Classical
dering is not exactly the same as this first term approximation because it usu
only uses point-light sources and does not easily produce shadows. Its adva
though is it is extremely rapid, to the extent that it has been embodied in cur
hardware able to produce real-time frame rates - at the cost of sacrificing rea
illumination. At the other extreme, Kajiya derived path tracing, a Monte Ca
approach to the solution of the integral equation. This does produce realistic gl
illumination, but of course a real-time solution is out of the question. The most
to-date embodiment of this is in the RADIANCE program (Ward Larson a
Shakespear, 1998).

L p ω,( ) ω
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As we have seen the light field and lumigraph approaches provide a kind of b
force approach to the solution of the radiance equation. The light field approac
ideally suited for the reconstruction of views of real scenes. In this case digital
tures must be captured with accurate viewing parameters as required by the
slabs. Of course the same technique can clearly be used for synthetic scenes:
dering program can produce all the images, and then the light field method us
synthesise new views. If the rendering program is one that uses the standard
ing pipeline with local illumination only (such as OpenGL) then there is really n
much point to this - for the original program itself could obviously be used to c
ate an image from any viewpoint. However, if a ray tracing or other global illum
nation system is used which accounts for directional lighting (as caused
specular or glossy surfaces), then there is a point in using a light field. For, the
today, no other method capable of producing real-time walkthrough for such
bally illuminated virtual scenes. As Gortler noted though, the production of a su
cient number of images from a rendering program which supports glo
illumination can take weeks of processing. For example, a light field with param
tersM = 32 andN = 256 was found to give reasonable results. Hence 6K imag
each of 256*256 resolution would have to be produced. Suppose that the rend
is to be carried out by path tracing or photon tracing since there is a mixture of
fuse and specularly reflecting surfaces in the scene. Suppose optimistically
each image takes an average of only 5 minutes to produce. Then it would
about 4 days to produce enough images for construction of the light field, an
practice we have found that for quite simple scenes using the RADIANCE pa
age, more than 100 hours of processing were required to produce light field im
(for a scene with about 20 lights).

Gortler used the term ‘virtual light field’ to refer to a light field for virtual scene
as discussed above. In this proposal the termvirtual light field (VLF) is extended to
mean a method where the light field is constructed for a synthetic scene, butwith-
out the use of a separate rendering system. The scene is ‘rendered’ into a light field
in such a way that the radiance values are computed directly during the cons
tion of the light field itself. In this approach global illumination, for a mix of spec
ularly and diffusely reflecting materials, can be handled. Moreover, the light fi
is constructed in such a way that arbitrary walkthroughs are possible, not just t
restricted to a convex region around the scene. Image space rendering ma
accomplished by filtering interpolated rays through a pin-hole camera model
through a lens system. Rendering time is constant, and independent of the ori
number of objects in the scene.

There is growing interest in the use of light fields for synthetic scenes in the c
text of global illumination. Interest has focussed on the adaptive production
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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images in order to construct the lumigraph (Schirmacher, Heidrich and Se
1999), and (Miller and Rubin, 1998) introduce a compression scheme for real-
walkthrough of globally illuminated scenes with precomputation for surface lig
fields based on stochastic ray tracing.

In the remainder of this chapter we introduce an idea which shows how it is po
ble to use the light field type of approach to directly compute the global illumin
tion. The method is still in its infancy and should be thought of as an idea, an
programme of research rather than a finished method. The idea may be thoug
as a combination of light field and illumination network (Buckalew and Fusse
1989). Both employ the idea of a fixed ray based data structure which is a disc
sation of the distribution of radiance. However, the illumination network carr
radiant information in a data structure attached to each object, which inclu
‘links’ from object to object. Two objects are linked in this way if there is an uno
cluded ray that joins them, and the link is a pointer from one object connectin
the other along such a ray. Since the illumination network carries information
objects its rendering time is still linear dependent on the number of objects in
scene. Objects are subdivided into patches, and the illumination network d
mines the radiance associated with the patches. It is finally the objects which
rendered. The light field and VLF approach does not render objects, rather ob
illuminate the rays, and in a sense, it is the rays that are rendered.

The Virtual Light Field (VLF)

Rendering into a Space of Rays

Any ray in a scene can be represented as a point in 4-dimensional space. In ge
a sphere can be placed around the scene, for example, and any ray will interse
sphere at two distinct points. The spherical angles and at each interse
point could be used to represent the ray. Hence the space of ‘all possible rays

scene’ can be represented by , whereR may be restricted to a particular interva
of the real line valid for the representation.

θ ϕ

R
4
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FIGURE 25. A Ray Intersecting Two Objects: The ray is split into intervals
[0,t1], [t1,t2],...,[t5,t6], [t6,1]. These are alternately outside and inside
objects.

Now an object can be ‘rendered’ into . This involves finding every ray th
intersects the object, and dividing it into intervals based on the intersection po
Each successive interval along the ray, intersected by a single object, will be e
outside or inside the object. For example, if the object is convex, it will split the
into three intervals – an outside one, followed by an inside one, followed by an
side one. This is shown for two objects in Figure 25. Each ray can be paramete
as wherep is the ray origin,q is its terminal, and .
Hence a ray that intersects the object has an associated vector of inte

where theti are the parametric intersection points.

Clearly every object in the scene can be rendered into the ray space in this

Hence initially, associated with every 4D point in there is an interval [0,1], b
as the objects are rendered into the space, the corresponding intervals are
vided.

In fact, each intersection point is not simply represented by its correspondin
value, but other information is stored as well. The intersection corresponds
record, called a T-Intersection, containing the following fields: an identifier for t
object intersected, the t-value, a direction, a radiance, and an unshot radiance
radiance values are initialized to zero. The ‘direction’ allows for energy to be s
in both directions along the ray. One direction is labelled arbitrarily as ‘right’ (fro
p to q) and the other as ‘left’. Given any intersection, the direction is recorded
‘right’ if the normal to the object at the intersection point makes an acute an
with the vector , else ‘left’.

Hence associated with each ray (or point in 4-dimensional space) that inter
one or more objects is a vector of T-Intersections, ordered in ascending t-v

t1 t3 t5t2 t4 t6
0 1

A B

R
4

p t( ) p t q p–( )+= 0 t 1≤ ≤

0 t1 t2 … tn 1, , , , ,[ ]

R
4

q p–
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along the ray. A ray may be considered as a ‘look-up’ index into an array of vec
of T-Intersections. The ‘virtual light field’ (VLF) is this collection of vectors of T

intersections, indexed by points . Initially each vector consists of one in

val . The vectors are updated as objects are rendered into the VLF.

Propagating Light

So far the light field is still virtual, there is no light in the scene. Objects in the VL
may emit, reflect or transmit light. Suppose a light is now ‘switched on’. Find
rays through this emitter. For any ray identified as intersecting the emitter,
interval, or pair of T-Intersection records, containing the intersection along wh
light is to be directed can be found, and the identifier of the object at the other
of the interval (if any) is immediately available from the T-Intersection at that e
of the interval. When an object is found in this way, it is marked as being in rec
of ‘unshot radiance’. This radiance value is written into the ‘radiance’ and ‘uns
radiance’ fields, with the appropriate ‘direction’ of the T-Intersection which has
origin at the emitter. This is repeated for each emitter in the scene, and comp
the first cycle of the iteration.

Now each object that is in receipt of unshot energy is considered in turn. Take
such object (O). For each ray through the object, find the corresponding T-Inter
tion for that ray with the object. Suppose that this T-intersection has unshot r
ance incident to the object. From the material properties of the object (its
directional reflectance distribution function, BRDF) a set of rays can be found
will reflect this incoming unshot radiance. For example, if the object were an id
specular reflector then the reflected ray can be found, the appropriate outw
pointing T-Intersection of this reflected ray with the object can be found, and
incoming unshot radiance propagated outwards along this reflected ray (and s
zero on the incident ray). The object identifier at the other end of the reflected
interval can be looked up, and marked as in receipt of unshot energy. If the ob
O is an ideal diffuse reflector, then all rays over the hemisphere through the in
section point can be found, and treated similarly – with the corresponding radia
propagated along them, and the receiving objects marked as in receipt of un
energy. When all rays with incoming unshot energy to O have been treated in
way, the next object is considered, and treated similarly. Of course, once an
dent ray has been reflected, its unshot radiance is reset to zero.

The second cycle is complete when all objects have been treated in this way.
subsequent cycles through all objects with unshot energy are carried out, a

r R
4∈

0 1,[ ]
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each cycle, objects are selected in descending order of total unshot energy (s
the most important objects in each cycle are considered first). This scheme is
similar to that used in progressive refinement radiosity (Cohen, Shenchang,
lace, and Greenberg, 1988).

Unshot radiance is only propagated provided that it is above a given tolerance
cycles continue until there is no unshot radiance left anywhere in the system a
this tolerance, or when the total absorbed radiant power converges within a g
tolerance.

The following pseudo-code outlines the overall algorithm. The reader should s
from ‘main’ and work backwards.

lightObject (Object O){
for each ray R intersecting O{

for each interval (T1,T2) radiating out from O along R{
set the radiance in T1;
set the unshot radiance in T1;
O2 = object at T2;
mark O2 has having received unshot radiance;

}
}

}

reflectObject (Object O){
unmark this object;
for each ray R intersecting O{

for each interval (T1,T2) incoming to O at T2 with unshot energy at T1 {
/*using R and the BRDF(O) to find the set of reflected rays....*/
for each reflected ray S{

for each interval (U1,U2) radiating out from O along S{
update the radiance in U1;
set the unshot radiance in U1;
O2 = object at U2;
mark O2 has having received unshot radiance;

}
set the unshot radiance at T1 to 0.0;

}
}

}
}

main (){
initialise the VLF;
render all objects into the VLF;
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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for each light emitter O lightObject(O);

for maximum number of cycles{
finished = true;
for each object O in decreasing order of total unshot radiance{

if O has unshot radiance{
finished = false;
reflectObject(O);

}
}
if(finished) stop;

}
}

Realization

The above is essentially just onedescriptionof how light propagates outwards
from light sources through the scene. In order for this to be the basis of a comp
ble method there has to be a way of realizing it so that it executes in reason
finite time on a real computer. The basis for accomplishing this is through a
crete representation of the VLF.

A discrete representation must have certain properties. First, the represen
should be parameterized according to its ‘size’ or density of rays. Suppose
parameterized by a variablen, representing the size of the discrete representat
(for example,n could be related to the number of rays). Letr be any arbitrary scene
ray. Suppose is the discrete representation of the VLF. For any reason

measurement of errorErr, and any given error , it must be possible to choo

n large enough so that a ray can be found with . Second

must be possible to find the appropriate , which is an approximation tor, in

constant time. Third, there must be a constant time lookup from any to its a

ciated vector of T-Intersections.

With this discretization the description in the previous section is essenti
unchanged, but becomes a computable method. The set of all T-Intersection
tors corresponding to rays in could be represented as a 4-dimensional

indexed on the . The T-Intersection vectors could, for example, be represent

binary interval trees. The ‘set of all rays through an object’ becomes computab

ℜn

ε 0>
rn ℜn∈ Err r n r–( ) ε<

rn ℜn∈

rn

ℜn

rn
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Suppose an object is a perfectly specular reflector. When an incident ray strike
object, thetrue directionof specular reflectionr can be computed in the usual way
However,r itself is not used, but itsapproximation in the VLFis used instead. Sim-
ilarly, if the object is a perfectly diffuse reflector, then all rays in through th

intersection point can be computed, and radiance propagated in the appro
directions along those. Of course, in the discrete representation there will b
rays exactly through the intersection point - the closest set of rays through the i
section point would be used instead.

Representation

It is clear that several representations of the VLF are possible. The two-p

parameterization, for example, would be suitable. However, in practice an alte
tive representation is used, described in Section Implementation An impor
point about the representation of is that it should be decomposable into ‘pa

lel subfields’. A parallel subfield is a collection of all rays in parallel to som

direction vector. may be thought of as a partition of parallel subfields - ea

will belong to a unique parallel subfield. Now if this is the case then on

one canonical case is required for rendering objects into – that is, when all

are vertical, through thexy plane, parallel to thez-axis. This is taken up in Section
Rendering Objects into the VLF.

Avoiding Combinatorial Explosion for Diffuse Objects

Although the method described above is clearly implementable as descr
assuming a suitable choice of representation for the VLF, a scene with severa
fuse reflectors would generate an enormous combinatorial explosion. Whe
incident ray hits a diffuse surface, all rays – approximately – through the inters
tion point must be followed, and any of these may hit other diffuse surfaces, an
on. This combinatorial explosion can be completely avoided by borrowing an i
from photon maps.

In fact a diffuse surface can be handled by only two passes in each cycle, wh
pass means ‘find all rays through the object’. Forexplanatory purposes only, sup-
pose that the object has been sub-divided into small surface elements. Each
ment will maintain an accumulated irradiance carried by all rays incident to
surface in the current iteration cycle. A ‘gathering’ phase finds all rays through

ℜn

ℜn

ℜn

ℜn

ℜn

rn ℜn∈

ℜn
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object, and accumulates the unshot irradiance into the surface elements. T
‘shooting’ phase finds all rays through the object, and propagates out the accu
lated irradiance found at the surface elements (which are reinitialized to zero a
end of this phase). However, in the method actually used here, rather than
divide objects into surface elements, which is somehow ‘alien’ to the light-cente
philosophy of the VLF method, the energy is accumulated into an additional f
of that T-Intersection corresponding to the normal of the object at the intersec
point. This has the advantage that the discretization of the object corresp
exactly to that of the VLF.

Each T-intersection therefore has an additional field which potentially stores
values: an accumulated irradiance, and an iteration cycle number. When an
dent ray hits a diffuse reflector, the closest ray in the VLF to the normal at t
point is found, and the T-intersection along that ray corresponding to its inter
tion with the object found. The unshot irradiance is accumulated into that T-in
section. During the shooting phase when a ray intersects the object, th
Intersection corresponding to the normal at that point is found again, and
required fraction of accumulated irradiance is propagated out along the approp
interval of the original intersecting ray.

It is necessary to avoid finding all rays through the object for a third time to re
tialize all the accumulated irradiances to zero when an object’s shooting pha
complete. Instead, for each ray intersecting the object during the gathering op
tion, the current iteration cycle is compared with the one written into the T-Int
section field, and the irradiance is reset to the new value if this does not match
actual iteration cycle (and the stored iteration cycle in the T-Intersection
updated).

Viewing and Display

In order to produce images a virtual ‘eye’ can be placed anywhere in the sce
any viewing orientation. The eye consists of a lens (or any arrangement of len
and an image plane. Consider the simplest case of a single convex thin
Clearly the lens is just a planar polygon, and all rays through the lens can be t
ally and rapidly generated. The T-Intersection corresponding to any ray striking
lens can be looked up. If the T-Intersection carries radiance in the approp
direction (to inside the ray) then the lens formula may be used to compute
refracted ray, which can then be intersected with the image plane. Thus radian
carried to the image plane. The image plane can be mapped to a 2-dimens
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window on workstation display, itself divided into ‘super-pixels’, and any sort
filtering required at this last stage can be carried out as desired.

There are two important features of this method. First, obviously the lens pro
ties (focal length etc.) can be altered as desired between frames at no cost. Se
the time for this whole operation of capturing an image onto the image pl
through a lens is essentially constant for any eye position anywhere in the sce
is independent of the original number of objects in the scene. It depends only o
size of the discrete VLF representation.

Implementation

Requirements for the Representation of the VLF

The VLF representation must have the properties outlined in section ‘Realizati

• , determining the accuracy of the representation. Two rep
sentations can be compared as to how largen has to be to achieve a given leve
of accuracy.

• If is the T-Intersection vector corresponding to , then mu

be found in (small) constant time.

• If is any ‘true’ ray, and is the closest approximating ra

then must be computable in (small) constant time.

• must be partitioned into an exhaustive and mutually exclusive set of para

subfields.

A representation should achieve a uniform distribution of rays over the space.
ally this is equivalent to finding a discrete uniform distribution of points over
sphere. Although this is easily possible using a recursive triangulation this me
does not satisfy the second two requirements (referred to here asindexability). The
two-plane parameterization could be used, but it has been avoided for two rea
First, the complication of requiring three orthogonal ‘light slabs’ introduces
inconvenient discontinuity into the representation. Second, although it can be
structed in a way compatible with the parallel-subfield requirements, additio
information would have to be stored about the spherical angles associated

ℜn R
4

asn ∞→→

T rn( ) rn ℜn∈ T rn( )

r R
4∈ ℜn r( ) rn ℜn∈=

ℜn r( )

ℜn
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each subfield. An alternative representation has been tried which satisfies the
three requirement, and naturally forms a parallel subfield partition.

Spherical Angles Representation

A representation based on spherical angles has been explored, used by
authors in the context of computing approximate visibility between portions o
scene in (Chrysanthou, Cohen-Or and Lischinski, 1998), though the specific s
pling scheme used is different here.

Any ray direction can be represented in spherical coordinate form, as two an
(with as the longtitude). Consider, for example, the special case of r

parallel to the z-axis (vertical rays), with (in this case can be anythin

Take a cuboid volume defined by . Impose a rectangular grid on thexy
plane, withn equally spaced subdivisions on each axis, the width of each inte
being2/n along each of thex and y axes. Discrete coordinates are defined by th
centers of these intervals. This imposes a coordinate grid on
referenced by (i,j). The real coordinate on the xy plane corresponding to (i,j) is
therefore:

(79)

This is used to define the vertical rays to . Hence this results

an array of rays spanning the cuboid in a vertical direction.

Now let vary to cover ‘all directions’ in the hemisphere above thexy plane.
(This, of course, covers all directions in a hemisphere around the origin). Cons

the spherical triangle with vertices P(0,0,1), Q , and R(1,0,0).

P, Q and R are on the sphere, and also form a planar triangle. The edges of th
nar triangle PQR are subdivided, forming a new triangle pqr (FIGURE 26
These new vertices are projected to the sphere. The process is repeated recur
subdividing the spherical triangles Ppq, pQr, pqr, qrR, and so on to any dept
recursion. This method is simultaneously carried out on the three similar trian

θ ϕ,( ) ϕ
ϕ 0= θ

1 1,–[ ]3

1 x 1 1 y 1≤ ≤–,≤ ≤–

xi yj,( ) 2i 1+
n

-------------- 1– 2j 1+
n

-------------- 1–, 
 =

xi yj 1–, ,( ) xi yj 1, ,( )

n n×

θ ϕ,( )

4π
3

------ 4π
3

------sin,cos
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bounding the hemisphere (Figure 27). At each level of subdivision, all the vert
obtained will be on the hemisphere and form a uniform partition.

The problem is that this method is not indexable. Given an arbitrary ray directio
recursive subdivision would be required to find the nearest ray in this represe
tion. There is also no natural way to use this subdivision to index into the arra
vectors of T-Intersections.

Considering the subdivision of the planar triangles only it is easy to see that if

level of recursion ism, then there will be vertical subdivisions, and for theuth
such subdivision there will be 3u horizontal subdivisions. This is shown for two

levels of recursion in Figure 27, with longitudinal subdivisions, and 6 on t
base. (Level 1 is the original three triangles).

FIGURE 26. Recursive Subdivision of Triangle on a Sphere

2
m 1–

2
2 1–

P

Q R

p q

r
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FIGURE 27. First Level of Recursive Subdivision

This motivates the following scheme. For the parameterm corresponding to the
number of levels of recursion in the uniform triangular subdivision, choose

range as:

(80)

The case is obviously special, corresponding to a vertical ray.

Now this sampling scheme, although producing the same number of vertices o
hemisphere as the uniform subdivision, is clearly not uniform itself, although
‘close’ to this. Figure 28 shows a 3D plot of the scheme, looking from the ori
vertically upwards, usingm=5.

The ray representation is therefore of the form [i,j,u,v], from which an array lookup
can be constructed giving constant time access to a corresponding vector
Intersections. For parametric valuem, the total number of vertices generated is:

(81)

In order to find the nearest ray to any given rayr, find the direction vector ofr,
from which can be computed, and hence the nearestu value. The nearestv
value can then also be found using (80). Rotate the ray to the vertical, using

P

Q

R

θ ϕ,( )

ϕ π
2R
-------u u, 1 2 … R, , ,= =

θ 2π
3u
------v v, 0 1 … 3u 1–, , ,= =

whereR 2
m 1–

=

u 0=

1
3
2
---

 
  2

m 1–
2

m 1–
1+( )+

θ andϕ
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tion matrix (post-multiplication), and then project to thexy plane.

Find the nearest (i,j) grid-point using the inverse of (79).

Rendering Objects into the VLF

With this representation scheme the problem of rendering an object into the VL
simple. If the object is a polygon or polyhedra, then it can be rendered into a ve
cal parallel subfield by using a 2-dimensional polygon fill algorithm, with z-inte
polation to find the intersection points, almost identical to raster scannin
polygon in 2D and also computing the z-values. (Unlike a z-buffer, however, a
intersections with the object are needed, not just the nearest). If this can be don
a vertical parallel subfield, then any other parallel subfield is just a rotation of
vertical, and hence can make use of this solution.

FIGURE 28. A 3D Plot of the hemisphere sampling scheme form=5

Finding all rays (approximately) through a point is also particularly simple for t
parallel subfield representation. For the vertical subfield, project the point to thxy
plane and find the nearest grid intersection to givei and j. For eachu,v combina-
tion, the corresponding values are used to rotate back to the vertical,
again project to thexy plane to findi andj.

If an object is any arbitrary shape, then all rays through the bounding box of
object can be trivially found in the vertical subfield case, and then each such

Rz θ–( )Ry ϕ–( )

θ andϕ
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tested against the actual object. Hence any object that admits a solution to ray
section can be used as an object in this method.

In principle the time taken to render an object into the VLF is equal to the ti
taken to render it into a 2D frame-buffer of size , times the total number ofuv
rotations.

Preliminary Error Analysis

Ray Approximation Error

A study was carried out to understand the relationship between the param
determining the VLF resolution, and the error in ray approximations.

Recall that is the number of cells on the xy plane, andm determines the number
of ray directions over the hemisphere according to (81). For values ofn ranging
from 16 to 1024 in steps of 32, andm ranging between 2 and 10 in steps of 1, 100
random rays with origins in the unit sphere were generated. For each random
the approximation ray in the VLF was computed. Each actual ray and approxi
tion ray of course intersected the sphere at two points, and the distance bet
their corresponding intersection points was taken as a measure of error. The
error was taken over each of the 1000 randomly generated rays. Also the me
the correlations between each ray and its VLF approximation was computed. F
URE 29. shows the relationship betweenm and the ray error. This graph include
the results for all values ofn, but notice that there is a clear relationship betwe
the error andm independently ofn (each point in the graph is an overlay of man
original data points generated by the different values ofn for eachm). The correla-
tion (equivalent to cos-angle) between rays is not really a good measure of e
because two rays which are exactly parallel but which are far apart have correl
1. Nevertheless it is worth noting as FIGURE 30. shows that generally the co
lations are very high, the lowest across the range ofm andn values was about 0.9.

n n×

n
2
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FIGURE 29. Ray error by m

FIGURE 30. Ray Correlations by m

A statistical analysis of the relationship between the error,m andn was carried out.
This found that 98% of the variation in the error could be accounted for by a sim
model:

(82)

As would be expected,m dominates. No matter how fine a grid on thexy plane, a
small number of ray directions will make it impossible to find a good approxim
tion to any arbitrary ray.
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Number of Object Intersections

The second issue that will be important in influencing the quality of images is
number of ray-object intersections. The greater the number of intersections in
eral, the greater the number of ‘hits’ on the lens and ultimately on the image p
window, allowing the formation of higher resolution images. A simple argume
can determine an approximation for the number of ray-object intersections. C
sider a polygon with areaA, and normal parallel to the z-axis of the VLF construc
tion. Since the area of the base of the construction is 4, and the number of ve

rays emanating from the base is the number of rays hitting the polygon for
vertical subfield alone is approximately:

(83)

Now consider the polygon at some other orientation, with angle between its
mal and the z-axis.Then itsprojected areaon the xy plane is approximately

, so that the approximate number of intersections foronesuch orienta-
tion is:

(84)

For each value of there will be a number of rotations in the direction, but e
will result in the same number of intersections given by (84). Using (80) the to
number of intersections will be:

(85)

By computing terms of the summation and doing a simple log-regression anal
it is easy to show that in the rangem from 1 to 20, and to very good approximation

(86)

Therefore the approximate number of intersectionsI(n,m,A) with a polygon of area
A, using a VLF parameterized byn andm is:

n
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For example, whenn=40, m=7, and for a polygon with area 0.30, the true numb
of intersections was 387,916, and the predicted number according (87)
386,032. In another case with n=100 and m=7, the predicted number of inter
tions for a polygon with area 0.36 is 2,895,238, and for two polygons of this s
the actual numbers were 2,555,458 and 2,903,294. The exactitude is less imp
than getting some idea of the relative impact ofm andn in determining the accu-
racy and the predicted number of intersections on the lens. Of course, not all
that hit the lens will actually be lit, and even if so will not necessarily hit the ima
plane window, so (87) gives more of an upper bound on the number of likely in
sections.

Results

Basics

All results in reported here were obtained using a Silicon Graphics O2, wit
MIPS R5000 (Rev 2.1) processor, with processor speed 180MHz, and 1GB R
The machine was running as a stand-alone Unix workstation. Timings were ta
by in-line program calls totime. Since most of the times are minutes or hours,
was not thought necessary to use profiling to get a very accurate millisecond
ing. All images were generated using a 200 by 200 display window, which co
be partitioned into at most 200 by 200 equal rectangular cells. These 2D cells
rendered using OpenGL.

The method employs radiance computations along the ray segments. A conve
into XYZ color space, and onto RGB has not been carried out yet. The simpli
approach of sampling in RGB space has been taken, and then radiance value
verted to RGB colors by a scaling technique, which allows adjustment of ove

brightness1.

1.The brightness of the images was calibrated for the associated O2 monitor.

I n m A, ,( ) A
4
---n

2
1 0.22e

1.37m
+( )=
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The scenes have objects with combined perfectly diffuse and specular re
tion. Recall that the VLF space of rays is normalized to and all sce
were defined in this space.

Does it work at all?

The important question to ask is whether anything useful happens at all with
method - this is not to expect something that looks ‘good’, but that it looks a
some kind of acceptable light transport is happening.

Figure 31 shows a ‘sphereman’ image. This has 31 objects, a fully enclosed 6-s
room containing the ‘sphereman’consisting of 25 spheres. The parameteriz
used wasn=160 andm=6, with still 39MR. This took 2 minutes and 19 seconds
render into the VLF, and converged in 5 cycles, taking 1 hour and 51 minu
About 170,000 rays hit the lens. The image is slightly out of focus looking towa
the light. Although a small scene, in radiosity terms it would not be so small, si
the objects would have to be subdivided into many fragments.

FIGURE 31. A ‘sphereman’ with n=160 and m=6

Figure 32 shows the same scene generated withn=80 andm=7. Rendering to the
VLF took 2 minutes and 26 seconds. Convergence occurred in 4 cycles, which
1 hour and 27 minutes. The resolution is 200 by 200 The focus is near the sph
man, but most notable are the reflections in left-wall, the floor and the ceiling.

1 1,–[ ]3
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FIGURE 32. The Sphereman with higher resolution

A more recent implementation has dramatically improved the images and red
the memory requirements. Two illustrations are shown: Figure 33 shows a r
with diffusely reflecting walls and a diffuse box. Figure 34 shows the same sce
but where one of the walls is specularly reflecting. The reflection of the box c
clearly be seen in this wall.

FIGURE 33. A Scene with Diffusely Reflecting Surface
Great Events of the Twentieth Century
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FIGURE 34. One Wall in Specularly Reflecting

Discussion

The VLF method is a different way of thinking about computer graphics. Althou
it naturally contains elements of many previous methods, in combination it is
ferent to all of them. It is a light-centered paradigm rather than an object- or ima
centered one. It represents the light in a scene rather than displaying the obje
may seem strange because there is no traditional rendering pipeline, although
make use of the rendering pipeline hardware (geometric transformations and s
conversion) during the process of rendering polygons into the VLF.

As with any alternative paradigm, it has many major problems of its own. The f
is a very large memory requirement The scenes produced here could not have
possible without 1GB memory. Another major problem is one of scale. It
unlikely that the VLF to represent an entire building will be suitable for represe
ing a tea-spoon within that building.

The method of course is an approximation. Some aspects of the approxim
were discussed in Section Preliminary Error Analysis However, the nature of
approximation remains to be explored. Image space rendering is an approxim
in the sense that it is a 2D discrete sample of a continuum. A VLF being in a hig
order space, has a higher order of error: when a ray is ‘wrong’ it might hit
wrong object. Visibility relationships might be generated that do not exist in
actual scene. Given the discussion in Section Ray Approximation Error, this is
Great Events of the Twentieth Century87
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likely to be a major source of error, given the very close correspondence betw
real rays and actual rays for relatively low values ofm. Nevertheless, this issue
needs to be thoroughly explored.
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